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We present a new evolution system for Einstein’s field equations which is based on tetrad fields and
conformally compactified hyperboloidal spatial hypersurfaces which reach future null infinity. The boost
freedom in the choice of the tetrad is fixed by requiring that its timelike leg be orthogonal to the foliation,
which consists of constant mean curvature slices. The rotational freedom in the tetrad is fixed by the 3D
Nester gauge. With these conditions, the field equations reduce naturally to a first-order constrained
symmetric hyperbolic evolution system which is coupled to elliptic equations for the gauge variables. The
conformally rescaled equations are given explicitly, and their regularity at future null infinity is discussed.
Our formulation is potentially useful for high accuracy numerical modeling of gravitational radiation
emitted by inspiraling and merging black hole binaries and other highly relativistic isolated systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of gravitational waveforms generated by
the inspiral and coalescence of binary black holes is now a
routine matter for numerical relativists (see Refs. [1,2] for
recent reviews). One of the most pressing goals for those
working in the field today is to compute these waveforms
as accurately as possible, without losing computational
efficiency. Optimally, this goal is accomplished by includ-
ing future null infinity (Jþ) in the computational grid
because then the Bondi news function [3–5], which con-
tains all the gravitational wave information, can be read off
without the need for extrapolation. One way to include Jþ
in the numerical grid is Cauchy characteristic matching
(see Ref. [6] for a review), which joins a standard 3þ 1
Cauchy code in an interior region with a characteristic code
in an outer region. However, arranging stable data transfer
in both directions at the interface between the two regions
is difficult in general; hence, a modified approach called
Cauchy characteristic extraction (CCE) [6–8], in which
data is extracted from the interior of a standalone Cauchy
development and extrapolated to Jþ using a characteristic
code, is now often used to extract binary black hole inspiral
and merger waveforms at Jþ. While CCE is certainly a
significant improvement over wave extraction at the finite
boundary of a conventional Cauchy code, potential sources
of error remain. Initial conditions for the characteristic
code cannot easily be made compatible with the Cauchy
time development. Also, either errors in boundary condi-
tions for the Cauchy code can affect the CCE or there is
insufficient time for all the junk radiation present in the
initial data of the Cauchy code to escape. Furthermore, the
extraction imposes a gauge on the characteristic code in
which the expansion of Jþ generally does not vanish,
making it somewhat of a challenge to obtain the Bondi
news accurately [8].
An approach which, we argue, has greater potential for
high accuracy waveform calculations is to conformally
compactify the spatial geometry on hyperboloidal spacelike
hypersurfaces, as originally advocated by Friedrich [9], but
with elliptic equations determining the gauge degrees of
freedom. Hyperboloidal hypersurfaces behave like conven-
tional time slices near the compact object sources, but
smoothly transition to asymptotically approach null slices
in the physical space-time at Jþ. For a wide class of
problems of physical interest, the compactified conformal
geometry is regular, and the entire space section can be
represented on a finite resolution and relatively small coor-
dinate grid, enabling (we expect) efficient simulations and
accurate waveform calculations. We can choose boundary
conditions on the elliptic gauge equations at Jþ which
make the expansion of Jþ vanish, and thereby simplify
reading off the asymptotic gravitational wave amplitudes.
No outer boundary conditions are required on the dynami-
cal variables, since Jþ is an ingoing null hypersurface in
the conformally compactified geometry.
Friedrich [9] derived a first-order symmetric fully hyper-
bolic system evolved on compactified hyperboloidal hy-
persurfaces, with tetrad components of the Weyl tensor as
the fundamental dynamical variables and with the Bianchi
identities providing the evolution equations for these var-
iables. The system is manifestly regular at Jþ, thanks to
the conformal invariance of the Weyl tensor. We refer the
reader to the review article [10] by Frauendiener for further
details, including references to numerical work based on
this formulation. The system is very useful for obtaining
analytic results on existence and uniqueness of radiative
spacetimes (e.g. [11]).
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Metric-based proposals for solving the Einstein equa-
tions on conformally compactified hyperboloidal hyper-
surfaces include the completely hyperbolic generalized
harmonic scheme of Zenginog˘lu [12] and the mixed
hyperbolic-elliptic formulation of Moncrief and Rinne
[13]. Both of these are second order in spatial derivatives.
Rinne [14] has implemented a simplified version of the
Moncrief-Rinne formalism in an axisymmetric finite dif-
ference code, and demonstrated long-term stable dynami-
cal evolution of the Einstein equations. Zenginog˘lu and
Tiglio [15] and Zenginog˘lu and Kidder [16] have success-
fully evolved wave equations for test fields on compactified
hyperboloidal hypersurfaces on fixed black hole back-
grounds. Conformally flat hyperboloidal Bowen-York bi-
nary black hole initial data have been constructed in [17].
The tetrad framework we present in this paper uses the
dyadic notation of the Einstein-Bianchi system of
Estabrook and Wahlquist [18], modified to allow for con-
formal rescaling. Instead of basing the dynamical system
on the Weyl tensor and the Bianchi identities, our funda-
mental variables are the 24 tetrad connection coefficients
(i.e., Ricci rotation coefficients) evolved using the Einstein
equations. In the context of certain dynamical gauge con-
ditions, this system can be put in a first-order symmetric
hyperbolic form, the ‘‘WEBB’’ equations [19,20]. The
mathematical structure of these equations is analyzed in
Refs. [21,22], and 1D numerical tests are presented in
Ref. [23]. A more general discussion of symmetric hyper-
bolic systems for the Einstein equations and their suitabil-
ity for numerical relativity is given by Friedrich in [24].
Purely hyperbolic numerical evolution in general relativity,
particularly in a first-order scheme, needs to accurately
preserve a fairly large number of constraints.
Our approach here, like that of Moncrief and Rinne [13],
is a mixed hyperbolic-elliptic system based on a special
class of hyperboloidal hypersurfaces called constant mean
curvature (CMC) hypersurfaces, for which the trace of the
extrinsic curvature is uniform in both space and time. Some
of the elliptic equations are singular at Jþ, where the
conformal factor vanishes, which forces the solutions to
have a highly constrained asymptotic behavior. This is a
feature, not a bug, since it enables a detailed analysis of the
asymptotic regularity conditions which must be imposed in
order to obtain nonsingular evolution of the conformal
geometry. We differ from Moncrief and Rinne in that our
evolution equations are first order in space as well as time,
and include connection coefficients of the conformal spa-
tial geometry in our fundamental set of dynamical varia-
bles. Also, instead of the coordinate metric and coordinate
components of tensors, our approach is based on orthonor-
mal tetrad basis vectors. The tetrad components of all
tensors are coordinate scalars, and the metric for raising
and lowering tetrad indices is trivial. Consequently, the
resulting equations are simpler in form and in interpreta-
tion than those of Moncrief and Rinne.
The extra gauge degrees of freedom in our tetrad formal-
ism corresponding to local Lorentz boosts and rotations of
the tetrad frames are fixed in a natural way which simpli-
fies the equations and reduces the number of variables
compared to a general tetrad formalism. The timelike
vector of the tetrad is chosen to be the unit normal to the
CMC hypersurfaces, which constrains the triad of spatial
vectors to be tangent to the CMC hypersurfaces. The rota-
tional degrees of freedom in the conformal spatial triad
vectors are fixed by imposing the 3D Nester gauge [25]. In
a certain global sense, the Nester gauge makes the triad
vectors at different points in the hypersurface as nearly
related by parallel transport as possible. The Nester gauge
leads naturally [26] to a choice of conformal factor, which
satisfies an elliptic equation derived from the Hamiltonian
constraint and is enforced by elliptic equations for poten-
tials that determine the conformal angular velocity of the
triad frames and the trace of the conformal extrinsic cur-
vature. Of the 24 tetrad connection coefficients, only 10 are
dynamical and form a Maxwell-like symmetric hyperbolic
system. The remaining evolution equations are the nine
linear advection equations for the coordinate components
of the three spatial triad vectors.
As in Ref. [13], we put considerable effort into analyz-
ing the properties of the equations and their solutions in the
neighborhood of Jþ. The evolution equations for the
dynamical variables contain terms which have a conformal
factor in the denominator and therefore are potentially
singular at Jþ. Certain well-known regularity conditions
must be imposed to make these terms finite, such as the
‘‘zero-shear’’ condition on the null generators of Jþ (see
Ref. [27]). Once imposed in the initial conditions, they are
preserved by the evolution equations. An additional and
stronger regularity condition is also usually assumed, that
the conformally invariant Weyl tensor vanish at Jþ. We
refer to this as the ‘‘Penrose regularity condition’’, and it is
also automatically preserved by the evolution equations.
The review of Frauendiener [10] puts the various regularity
and smoothness assumptions at Jþ in context.
The question of how much smoothness in the conformal
geometry at Jþ is, in some sense, physically generic has
been the matter of considerable debate in the literature.
The original analyses of Bondi et al. [3] and Sachs [4]
assumed analyticity, but the more systematic conformal
analysis of Penrose [28] reduced this to C3 smoothness.
Later, Chrus´ciel et al. [29] showed that ‘‘polyhomogene-
ous’’ terms in the expansion of the angular part of the
metric in Bondi-Sachs coordinates, terms of the form
xnðlogxÞm, where x  1=r, are consistent with the
Einstein equations and the ability to define a physically
suitable Bondi energy. The coefficient of the ‘‘leading
log’’ term is a constant during evolution, so if these
polyhomogeneous terms are ever present they were always
present back to past null infinity, where they are associated
with incoming radiation.
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We conclude from this that in the context of typical
astrophysical problems, where one can assume there is
no or negligible incoming radiation at past null infinity, it
is perfectly appropriate to exclude polyhomogeneous
terms of the type contemplated in Ref. [29] from ever
being present. Similarly, violations of the regularity con-
ditions described above, including the Penrose regularity
condition, can only be present if they were present at past
null infinity, and cannot be generated by any dynamics of
the physical system. However, as was shown in Ref. [27]
and as we derive in Appendix A, polyhomogeneous terms
in both the conformal and physical extrinsic curvature and
the conformal factor are generically present when the
space-time is foliated on CMC hypersurfaces. In fact, we
show that they must be present whenever outgoing radia-
tion is present at Jþ, and are not present otherwise. These
terms arise from the special character of the momentum
constraint equation and the elliptic equation for the con-
formal factor on a CMC slice as it becomes asymptotically
null at Jþ. In a more flexible hyperboloidal slicing, where
the trace of the extrinsic curvature only approaches a
constant at Jþ, the polyhomogeous terms need not be
present. In fact, they are clearly not present when the
space-time is evolved using the regular conformal field
equations of Friedrich [9], which allows the foliation to
evolve as part of the hyperbolic system.
There are some significant advantages to our mixed
hyperbolic-elliptic system. The boundary conditions on
the gauge variables determined by the elliptic equations
can be adjusted to simplify and control the geometric
properties of and coordinates on Jþ. For instance, the
boundary condition on the elliptic equation for the confor-
mal lapse, together with the boundary condition on the
trace of the conformal extrinsic curvature, can keep
the intrinsic conformal geometry of the intersection of
the CMC hypersurface with Jþ that of a two-sphere of
constant area and the time coordinate on the CMC hyper-
surfaces equal to the retarded Minkowski time at Jþ. The
shift vector controls the evolution of the spatial coordi-
nates. We propose a few alternative vector elliptic equa-
tions for the shift, all with a boundary condition chosen to
keep Jþ at a fixed coordinate radius.
The final conformally rescaled system is a symmetric
hyperbolic evolution schemewhich is coupled to an elliptic
system for the conformal factor and the gauge variables.
Hyperbolic-elliptic formulations have been discussed in
the literature, both from mathematical and numerical view-
points. A hyperbolic-elliptic formulation of Einstein’s
equations in spatial harmonic coordinates on CMC hyper-
surfaces, very similar to the Moncrief-Rinne formulation
but without the conformal compactification, has been
proven well-posed by Andersson and Moncrief [30].
Note that the Andersson-Moncrief formulation is not con-
strained—elliptic equations are solved only for the lapse
and shift. The Meudon group proposed a fully constrained,
conformally rescaled system [31] for which both numerical
tests and mathematical analyses have been performed
[31–33]. Finally, elliptic equations have been periodically
enforced in a constraint projection scheme [34] for a first-
order reduction of a scalar field equation on a black hole
background, and shown not to be prohibitively expensive.
Therefore, we hope that a numerical implementation of the
proposal presented in this paper with efficient elliptic
solvers such as those in the Spectral Einstein Code SPEC
[35,36] will be possible with reasonable computational
effort, especially since we would need relatively small
grid sizes due to conformal compactification and the rela-
tively small number of wave oscillations out to Jþ on a
CMC hypersurface.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we specify
our choice of variables and notation and, based on the
hypersurface-orthogonal gauge, we present the 3þ 1 de-
composition of the triad and connection coefficients
as originally developed in the dyadic formalism of
Ref. [18]. In Sec. III, we discuss the evolution and con-
straint equations of the WEBB tetrad formulation when
specialized to a hypersurface-orthogonal gauge, and we
decompose both the extrinsic curvature and the dyadic
form of the spatial connection coefficients into symmetric
trace-free, antisymmetric, and trace parts. The antisym-
metric and trace parts are fixed by our gauge conditions
which are discussed in Sec. IV. While the antisymmetric
part of the extrinsic curvature is identically zero, its trace is
fixed to a constant by the CMC slicing condition, and the
trace and antisymmetric parts of the dyadic form of the
spatial connection coefficients are determined by the 3D
Nester gauge condition (the latter up to a gradient). The
remaining symmetric trace-free parts are governed by a
nice Maxwell-like symmetric hyperbolic evolution system
which is coupled to advection equations for the triad
vectors and elliptic equations for the gauge variables.
The conformal decomposition is performed in Sec. V.
The Nester gauge is covariant with respect to conformal
transformations, and this property motivates a natural
choice for the conformal factor. With this choice, the
antisymmetric part of the dyadic representation of the
conformal connection coefficients is zero, which further
simplifies the equations. Also in Sec. V, we derive mani-
festly regular elliptic equations guaranteeing that these
gauge conditions are preserved throughout evolution, and
we discuss possible elliptic equations for the shift. In
Sec. VI, we analyze necessary conditions to impose on
the fields at Jþ in order to have a regular time evolution.
Furthermore, we evaluate explicitly the apparently singular
terms at Jþ in the right-hand side of the evolution equa-
tions. Our evolution system, together with its constraints
and elliptic equations for the gauge variables including
boundary conditions, is summarized in Sec. VII, and issues
such as comparisons with other approaches and extraction
of gravitational waveforms are discussed in Sec. VIII.
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More technical aspects relevant to our formulation are
given in Appendices A, B, and C where we discuss, re-
spectively, asymptotic expansions of the fields near Jþ,
the constraint propagation system, and the relation of the
3D Nester gauge condition to the 3D Dirac equation.
Throughout this paper, we use the sign convention
ð;þ;þ;þÞ for the metric. We denote by _Jþ the 2D
intersection of the Jþ null hypersurface with a hyper-
boloidal CMC spatial hypersurface, and by the ¼: sign an
equality that holds only at Jþ. We adopt the Wald [37]
sign convention for the extrinsic curvature of a spatial
hypersurface, so it is positive for expansion toward the
future.
II. 3þ 1 DECOMPOSITION
The tetrads in the spinor formulation of Newman and
Penrose [38] are aligned along null congruences and are
therefore conducive to understanding radiative properties
of a space-time. In contrast, in the tetrad formulation
presented by Estabrook and Wahlquist [18], the tetrad is
oriented with respect to a preferred timelike congruence.
This can be useful if a physically preferred timelike direc-
tion, such as a fluid 4-velocity, exists. However, this is not
the case in vacuum. Our choice is to orient the timelike leg
of the tetrad orthogonal to the CMC hypersurfaces of
constant coordinate time t. It follows then that the space-
like legs of the tetrad are tangent to t. This is called a
hypersurface-orthogonal gauge condition, and we assume
this gauge condition throughout the paper.
Our notation follows that of Ref. [19]. Space-time indices
(0–3) are Greek and spatial indices (1–3) are Latin. The
beginning of the alphabet is used for tetrad indices, and the
middle of the alphabet is used for coordinate indices. Spatial
tetrad indices will not be raised and lowered, since the
spatial metric in the tetrad basis is trivial. In Ref. [19], there
was a distinction between the tetrad vectors with compo-
nents 
 and the spatial triad vectors Ba defined as pro-
jections of the spatial tetrad vectors tangent tot, with only
spatial components Ba
k. In a hypersurface-orthogonal
gauge, the spatial tetrad vectors have zero time components
and are identical to theBa. The directional derivatives along
the three spatial legs of the tetrad are then1
Da ¼ Bak @
@xk
: (1)
The Lie derivative along the timelike leg of the tetrad is
written in terms of the lapse function () and the shift
vector (k):
D0 ¼ 1

@
@t
L

: (2)
Let us stress that we regard variables with pure tetrad
indices (such asKab,Nab, ab and!b below) as scalar fields
on t. In this sense, the Lie derivative operator L with
respect to the shift acts as the directional derivative on
such variables. In contrast to this, we have D0Ba
i ¼
ð@t  j@jÞBai þDai which differs from the definition
in [19], where D0Ba
i ¼ ð@t  j@jÞBai.
The coordinate basis space-time metric g and the
spatial metric hij can be calculated from the tetrad and
triad vectors as
g ¼ ; hij ¼ BaiBaj; (3)
where  is the Minkowski metric. The connection coef-
ficients with respect to the Levi-Civita connectionr of g
in the tetrad basis are calculated from the commutators,
 ¼   r ¼ 
¼ 1
2
ð  ½;  þ   ½;     ½; Þ:
(4)
In the dyadic formalism [18], the 24 independent 
are decomposed into two 3 3 matrices
Kab  b0a; Nab  12"bcdcda; (5)
and two vectors
ab  b00; !b   12 "bcdcd0: (6)
In the hypersurface-orthogonal gauge, the Kab are the triad
components of the symmetric extrinsic curvature tensor of
t. The sign of Kab is opposite to that of Misner, Thorne,
and Wheeler [39], in that positive values imply expansion
of the normals, not contraction. The Nab describe the
induced connection coefficients of t. It is often conve-
nient to write the antisymmetric part of Nab as the vector
nb  12 "bcdNcd: (7)
The vectors ab and !b are, respectively, the acceleration
and the angular velocity relative to Fermi-Walker transport
of the tetrad frame. The acceleration vector field is given by
the gradient of the logarithm of the lapse,
ab ¼ DbðlogÞ: (8)
III. BASIC EQUATIONS
Herewewrite the basic Einstein evolution and constraint
equations of the WEBB tetrad formulation (these are de-
rived in Ref. [19] from the Einstein equations and the
Riemann constraints, see also Appendix B), specialized
to a hypersurface-orthogonal gauge. Note that Kab is ex-
plicitly symmetric. The resulting evolution equations for
Kab and Nab, respectively, are
1The vector Aa of Ref. [19], which is the velocity of the tetrad
congruence relative to a hypersurface rest frame, is identically
zero.
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D0Kab  "acdDcNdb
¼ ðDa þ aaÞab  "bcdNacad þ 2"cdðaKbÞc!d þ NNab
þ 1
2
"adf"bceðKdcKfe  NdcNfeÞ  KacKcb  NcaNcb
þ 8G

	ab  12
abð	cc þ Þ

; (9)
D0Nab þ "acdDcKdb
¼ ðDa þ aaÞ!b þ "bcdðKacad þ Nac!dÞ
þ "acdNcb!d  NKab þ 2Nc½aKbc
þ "adf"bceNdcKfe  8G"abcjc; (10)
where N is the trace ofNab, K is the trace ofKab, and ab ¼
DbðlogÞ. Here, we have also defined the energy density
 ¼ 00, the energy flux jb ¼ 0b, and the stress tensor
	ab ¼ ab, where  denotes the stress-energy tensor.
The Hamiltonian and momentum constraint equations
are, respectively,
2Dana ¼ NabNab þ 12 ðKabKab  NabNba  K
2  N2Þ
þ 8G; (11)
DbKabDaK¼"abcKbdNdcþ2Kacnc8Gja: (12)
There is also a constraint for Nab analogous to the
momentum constraint equation, which is obtained from
the Riemann identities:
DbNab DaN ¼ "abcNbdNdc: (13)
Evolution and constraint equations for the spatial triad
vectors Ba are derived from the commutators of the ortho-
normal basis vectors and are
D0Ba
k ¼ "abc!bBck  KacBck; (14)
"abcDbBc
k ¼ NbaBbk  NBak: (15)
In the following, it will be useful to separate out the
symmetric, trace-free parts ofKab andNab, denoted by K^ab
and N^ab, so that
Kab ¼ K^ab þ 
ab3 K; Nab ¼ N^ab þ "abcnc þ

ab
3
N:
From Eqs. (9) and (10), we obtain the following evolution
equations for K^ab and N^ab:
D0K^abDcN^dða"bÞcd
¼

ðDðaþaðaÞabÞðDðaaðaÞnbÞ
KK^abþ2N3 N^ab2N^acN^cb
þ"cdða½N^bÞcð2ndadÞþ2K^bÞc!dþ8G	ab

TF
(16)
D0N^ab þDcK^dða"bÞcd
¼

ðDða þ aðaÞ!bÞ  4N3 K^ab 
K
3
N^ab
þ 2K^cðaN^bÞc þ "cdða½K^bÞcad þ 2N^bÞc!d

TF
(17)
where f  gTF denotes the trace-free part of the expression
inside the parenthesis. The evolution equation for the trace
of the extrinsic curvature, from which an elliptic equation
for the lapse will be derived in Sec. IVA, is
D0K ¼ ðDb þ ab  2nbÞab  K^abK^ab  13K
2
 4Gð	aa þ Þ: (18)
We have used the Hamiltonian constraint, Eq. (11), to
eliminate the scalar 3-curvature. The evolution equations
for the trace and the antisymmetric part ofNab, from which
we will derive elliptic equations for !a and the time
derivative of the conformal factor in Sec. VA, are
D0N ¼ ðDa þ aaÞ!a  N^abK^ab  13KN; (19)
2D0na ¼ "abcðDb þ ab  2nbÞ!c  2K3 ðaa þ naÞ
 "abcK^bdN^dc þ K^abðab þ nbÞ  8Gja:
(20)
The second equation has been simplified by applying the
momentum constraint Eq. (12).
The Hamiltonian and momentum constraint Eqs. (11)
and (12), expressed in terms of the symmetric trace-free
and antisymmetric parts of Kab and Nab, are
Dana ¼ 14 ðK^abK^ab þ N^abN^abÞ þ
3
2
nana
 1
6
ðK2 þ N2Þ þ 4G; (21)
DbK^ab ¼ 23DaK  "abcK^bdN^dc þ 3K^abnb  8Gja:
(22)
The Nab constraint Eq. (13) becomes
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DbN^ab ¼ 23DaN  "abcDbnc 
4
3
Nna þ 2N^abnb: (23)
Finally, the spatial triad variables Ba
k are evolved via
D0Ba
k ¼ "abc!bBck  K^acBck  K3 Ba
k; (24)
and are constrained by
"abcDbBc
k ¼ N^abBbk þ "abcnbBck 
2N
3
Ba
k: (25)
IV. GAUGE CONDITIONS
In the WEBB tetrad formalism, in addition to specifying
the usual lapse function and shift vector in order to control
the evolution of the coordinates, gauge conditions are re-
quired to specify the evolution of the tetrad vectors. In our
hypersurface-orthogonal implementation, the acceleration
vector is given in terms of the lapse by Eq. (8). The remain-
ing freedom is the evolution of the angular velocity (with
respect to Fermi-Walker frame dragging) 3-vector !a. In
this section, we derive the equation for the lapse function
appropriate to our CMC hypersurface condition and the
elliptic equations which preserve the 3D Nester gauge con-
ditions on the spatial triad during the evolution. We assume
for the present that the shift vector is given; discussion and
derivation of the shift equations is deferred to Sec. VB.
A. CMC slicing
In order to fix the lapse and the corresponding foliation
of space-time, we require that the trace of the extrinsic
curvature be a positive constant in both space and time,
K ¼ const: > 0; (26)
which with our sign convention means that the spatial
hypersurfaces go to future, rather than past, null infinity.
Then Eq. (18) becomes the following linear, elliptic equa-
tion for the lapse:
ðDa  2naÞDa þ K^abK^ab
þ 1
3
K2 þ 4Gðþ 	aaÞ

 ¼ 0: (27)
We notice that the operator ðDa  2naÞDa ¼ rara is
equal to the covariant Laplacian on the three-geometry,
where here and in the following, ra denotes the covariant
derivative with respect to the three-geometry. It follows
that the operator inside the square parenthesis is (formally)
positive if the strong energy condition, þ 	aa  0,
holds.
B. 3D Nester gauge
After imposing hypersurface orthogonality, the remain-
ing freedom in the choice of the tetrad is described by local
rotations of the spacelike legs. Nester [25] proposed a set
of natural gauge conditions in order to fix this freedom up
to a global rotation. These conditions are conveniently
formulated using differential forms. Let a, a ¼ 1, 2, 3,
be the coframe associated withBa; that is, 
1, 2, 3 are the
basis of one-forms defined by
aðBbÞ ¼ 
ab:
The Cartan structure equations (see for instance [40])
imply the following relation between a and the connec-
tion coefficients acd:
da ¼ acdc ^ d:
The 3D Nester gauge condition is2
dþ 
 ¼ 0; (28)
where the one-form and the three-form are defined by
  iBada ¼ aabb;
  1
2

ab
a ^ db ¼ 1
2
bcd
b ^ c ^ d;
respectively. Here, 
 denotes the codifferential which is
defined as the formal adjoint of the exterior derivative
operator d with respect to the inner product ð;Þ R
t
 ^  for p-forms  and . In terms of the Hodge
dual , it is explicitly given by 
 ¼ ð1Þp  d when
acting on a p-form. Provided suitable boundary condi-
tions are specified at the boundary of t, the two terms
arising in Eq. (28) are mutually orthogonal with respect to
the product ð; Þ, and the 3D Nester gauge condition is
equivalent to
d ¼ 0; d  ¼ 0: (29)
In our notation, we have  ¼ 2naa and  ¼ N.
Therefore, assuming that t is connected and that its first
cohomology vanishes, the 3D Nester gauge implies
na ¼ Da; N ¼ const: (30)
for a function  on t. We choose the constant value of
N ¼ 0, since this tends to minimize unnecessary twisting
of the triad vectors from one spatial point to another,
which is particularly appropriate in the context of asymp-
totic flatness. The existence and uniqueness of a set of
orthonormal three-frames globally satisfying the 3D
Nester gauge can be related to the existence and unique-
ness of a nowhere vanishing spinor field satisfying the 3D
Dirac equation, see Ref. [42] and Appendix C.
2This condition has a natural generalization to higher dimen-
sions, see [41].
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C. Properties of the evolution system
in the CMC and 3D Nester gauge
The gauge conditions we have adopted have the follow-
ing nice properties: they fix the gauge variables K, N and
na (the last up to a gradient). As a consequence, the
evolution system reduces to the advection Eq. (24) for
the triad vectors Ba and the Maxwell-like Eqs. (16) and
(17) for the symmetric, traceless parts of Kab, Nab. This
system constitutes a quasilinear, symmetric hyperbolic
evolution system, assuming that the gauge variables ab ¼
DbðlogÞ, nb ¼ Db, and !b are known. The gauge var-
iables are determined by a set of coupled elliptic equations
obtained by requiring that the gauge conditions be pre-
served during the evolution. The lapse is obtained by
solving the elliptic Eq. (27), which is a consequence of
setting the time derivative of K to zero, preserving CMC
slicing. Next, we note that in the 3D Nester gauge, the
Hamiltonian constraint (21) yields an elliptic equation for
the scalar potential  which might be used to obtain nb.
Finally, the requirement that the time evolution preserve
the 3D Nester gauge condition yields an elliptic system
of equations for 2D0 and !b. This system can be
derived as follows. Using the commutation relation
½@t L;Da ¼ ðKac þ "abc!bÞDc in Eq. (20),
with na ¼ Da, we obtain
Dað2D0Þ þ "abcDbð!cÞ
¼ 

"abcK^bdN^dc  K^abð3nb þ abÞ
þ 2
3
Kaa þ 8Gja

: (31)
In addition, with aa ¼ DaðlogÞ and N ¼ 0, Eq. (19) can
be rewritten as
Dað!aÞ ¼ N^abK^ab: (32)
As shown in Appendix C, Eqs. (31) and (32) are equivalent
to the inhomogeneous 3D Dirac equation, and they can be
cast as a second-order elliptic system for appropriate po-
tential fields. This elliptic formulation will be presented
explicitly in the next section, after the conformal decom-
position of the fields has been performed.
Summarizing, in the CMC and 3D Nester gauge con-
ditions, our system reduces naturally to a symmetric hyper-
bolic evolution problem for the fields Ba, K^ab, N^ab which
is coupled to an elliptic system which determines the gauge
variables ,  and !a. Appropriate conditions on the
evolution of the spatial coordinates, and the corresponding
equations for the shift vector, will be discussed in Sec. VB.
The well-posedness of the full, coupled hyperbolic-elliptic
system depends on the structure of the elliptic equations
for the gauge variables, and the choice of the shift. A
well-posed Cauchy formulation has been obtained by
Andersson and Moncrief [30] for a somewhat similar
metric-based system.
V. THE CONFORMALLY RESCALED EQUATIONS
With compactified spatial coordinates and asymptoti-
cally null spatial hypersurfaces, so that Jþ is at a finite
coordinate radius Rþ, the physical space-time (coordinate)
metric g is singular at Jþ. The spatial metric must
generate infinite spatial distances over a finite range of
coordinates, and the lapse becomes infinite as the hyper-
surface becomes null. In the conformal approach to asymp-
totically flat spacetimes, pioneered by Penrose [43], these
infinities are absorbed into a conformal factor  such that
the conformal metric ~g, defined by
g ¼ 2~g;
is finite at Jþ, with ¼ 0 at Jþ and positive everywhere
in the interior. The physical manifoldM can be considered
as part of a larger conformal manifold ~M containing the
boundary of the physical manifold @M as a regular null
hypersurface and in which the CMC hypersurfaces are
completely spacelike. The conformal metric is taken to
be regular at Jþ, with the precise amount of smoothness
there open to some debate (see Sec. I).
In the 3þ 1 tetrad formalism, the above scaling of the
coordinate metric under a conformal transformation corre-
sponds to the lapse and the coordinate components of the
spatial triad vectors scaling as
 ¼ 1 ~; Bai ¼ ~Bai:
The coordinate components of the shift vector are un-
changed by the conformal transformation. We can then
write for the directional derivatives
D0 ¼  ~D0; Da ¼  ~Da:
Note, however, that the triad components of the shift vector
transform as ~a ¼ a.
From the definition of the tetrad connection coefficients,
Eq. (4),
 ¼ ~ þ ~D  ~D:
This translates into the following conformal transforma-
tions of the dyadic decompositions of the connection
coefficients:
Nab ¼  ~Nab þ "abc ~Dc; Kab ¼  ~Kab  ~D0
ab;
from which
N^ab¼ ~^Nab; N¼ ~N; nb¼~nbþ ~Db; (33)
K^ ab ¼  ~^Kab; K ¼  ~K  3 ~D0; (34)
and
ab¼~ab ~Db; ~ab¼ ~Dbðlog~Þ; !b¼~!b: (35)
The choice of conformal scaling for the energy-
momentum tensor is somewhat arbitrary. The physical
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tetrad components of a radiation energy-momentum tensor
are expected to scale as4, two powers from the inverse r2
scaling of divergent radiation in a Minkowski frame, and
two redshift-time dilation factors due to our tetrad frame
becoming asymptotically null. Therefore, we will define
the conformal energy-momentum tensor by
¼4~; ~ ~00; ~jb~0b; ~	ab ~ab:
In principle, there is quite a bit of freedom in the choice
of the conformal factor . Any function which is positive
over the physical manifold and vanishes in a suitable way
at Jþ would do, since a change in  can be compensated
for by a change in the determinant of the conformal metric.
One possible choice would be to demand that 6 equal
the determinant of the physical spatial metric, so the deter-
minant of the conformal spatial metric is 1. However, such
a choice would be highly coordinate dependent. What
seems to us to be a much better choice, given our use of
the 3D Nester gauge, is  ¼ e, where  is the Nester
potential for the physical space, see Eq. (30). This has the
great simplifying consequence that ~na  0 [26], and to-
gether with N ¼ 0 this means that the conformal connec-
tion coefficients ~Nab ¼ ~^Nab are symmetric and traceless.
Another consequence is that the triad vector fields, as
vector fields in the conformal 3-space, are divergenceless:
~r k ~Bak ¼ 2~na ¼ 0: (36)
The covariant conformal derivative of an arbitrary vector
field v ¼ vaBa is
~r avb ¼ ~Davb  ~^Nacvd"cdb;
and ~rava ¼ ~Dava. Therefore, in the conformal Laplacian
of a scalar or the conformal divergence of a vector field, the
covariant derivatives can be replaced by directional deriva-
tives. Furthermore, the conformal Ricci tensor is
~R ab ¼  ~Dc ~^Ndða"bÞcd þ 2 ~^Nac ~^Nbc  
ab ~^Ncd ~^Ncd: (37)
The Ricci scalar has the simple form ~R ¼  ~^Nab ~^Nab and is
negative definite.
The Hamiltonian constraint Eq. (21) then becomes a
relatively simple elliptic equation for :
 ~Dc ~Dc¼32

ð ~DcÞð ~DcÞ

K
3

2

þ
2
4
ð ~^Kcd ~^Kcdþ ~^Ncd ~^NcdÞþ4G4~: (38)
With the Nester-gauge inspired choice of , and with
the time derivatives of  expressed in terms of ~K, the
evolution equations for the conformal quantities are
~D 0 ¼  13 ðK 
~KÞ; (39)
~D 0 ~Ba
k ¼  ~^Kab ~Bbk  "acd ~!c ~Bdk 
~K
3
~Ba
k; (40)
~D0 ~^Nab þ ~Dc ~^Kdða"bÞcd
¼

2 ~^Kcða ~^NbÞc 
~K
3
~^Nab þ 2"cdða ~^NbÞc ~!d
þ 1
~
½"cdða ~^KbÞc ~Dd ~ ~Dðað~ ~!bÞÞ

TF
; (41)
~D0 ~^Kab  ~Dc ~^Ndða"bÞcd
¼

2 ~^Nac ~^Nbc 
~K
3
~^Kab þ 2"cdða ~^KbÞc ~!d þ 1~
~ra ~rb ~
 2


~ra ~rbþ K3
~^Kab

þ 8G2 ~	ab

TF
: (42)
This system is subject to the constraint equations
"abc ~Db ~Bc
k  ~^Nab ~Bbk ¼ 0; (43)
~Db ~^Nab ¼ 0; (44)
~Db ~^Kabþ"abc ~^Kbd ~^Ndc 2ð
~DbÞ ~^Kab¼8G2~ja: (45)
The conformal lapse ~ is determined by transforming
the CMC hypersurface condition, Eq. (27), to conformal
variables and then using the Hamiltonian constraint,
Eq. (38), to eliminate the most singular terms atJþ, giving
 ~Da ~Da ~ 3ð ~DaÞ ~Da ~þ ð ~Da ~DaÞ~

2
ð ~^Nab ~^Nab þ 3 ~^Kab ~^KabÞ~
¼ 4G3ð3~þ ~	ccÞ~: (46)
We see that in principle, can be found in two ways: by
solving the elliptic Eq. (38) of the Hamiltonian constraint
or by integrating the evolution Eq. (39). The elliptic equa-
tion is degenerate at Jþ due to the hypersurface becoming
null. The apparently singular terms constrain the asymp-
totic behavior of the solution, but in practice cause no
numerical problems [14,17]. Likewise, we do not expect
the apparently singular terms in the lapse Eq. (46) to
impede the use of standard elliptic solvers. The time evo-
lution equation for  could prove useful in reducing the
frequency of solving its elliptic equation. However, as yet
we have no equations for ~K and ~!a. Elliptic equations for
these quantities come from requiring preservation of the
Nester gauge during the evolution, as shown in the follow-
ing subsection.
A. Determination of ~K and ~!a
Now we derive the elliptic equations for the gauge fields
~K and ~!a. These equations are based on Eqs. (32) and (31)
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from Sec. IVC which yield, in terms of the rescaled
quantities,
 ~Dað~ ~!aÞ ¼ ~ ~^Nab ~^Kab; (47)
~Da

2
3
~ ~K

þ "abc ~Dbð~ ~!cÞ ¼ ~ ~a; (48)
where
~a  ~^Kab ~Dbðlog~þ 2 logÞ
 "abc ~^Kbd ~^Ndc  8G2~ja: (49)
While Eq. (47) depends only on the rescaled quantities, ~a
in Eq. (48) contains the apparently singular term involving
the gradient of log. However, ~a is, in fact, finite at Jþ.
Indeed, using the rescaled momentum constraint, Eq. (45),
we may rewrite
~ ~a ¼ ~Dbð~ ~^KabÞ (50)
which does not involve the conformal factor. However, we
prefer Eq. (49), since it does not contain derivatives
of dynamical fields. In Sec. VI, we derive an explicit
regular expression for the term ~^Kab ~Db log at Jþ. In
Appendix A, we show that second radial derivatives of
~Kab are logarithmically singular at Jþ whenever outgoing
radiation is present there.
In order to cast Eqs. (47) and (48) into a second-order
elliptic system, we make the following ansatz which is
motivated by the considerations at the end of Appendix C:
2
3
~ ~K ¼  ~Daa; ~ ~!a ¼ ~Dac þ "abc ~Dbc;
where c and a are a scalar function and a vector field,
respectively. Plugging this into Eqs. (47) and (48) and
using the commutation relation ½ ~Da; ~Db ¼ "abd ~^Ncd ~Dc,
we obtain the elliptic system
 ~Da ~Dac  ~^Nab ~Dab ¼ ~ ~^Nab ~^Kab; (51)
 ~Db ~Dba þ ~^Nab ~Dbc  "abc ~^Ncd ~Ddb ¼ ~ ~a: (52)
When supplemented with appropriate boundary conditions
at Jþ, this system yields a unique solution for ðc ; aÞ. We
choose homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for c
and the tangential components of a. The normal compo-
nent of a, however, is determined by the boundary
condition from Eq. (A31) which guarantees that the cross
sections _Jþ remain metric two-spheres. This translates
into a mixed boundary condition for the normal component
of a (see Sec. VII below).
B. Shift condition
The shift governs the evolution of the spatial coordi-
nates. Therefore, keeping the coordinate location of Jþ,
where  ¼ 0, at some fixed coordinate radius R ¼ Rþ
imposes a boundary condition on the shift. The equation
for the evolution of the conformal factor is
~ ~D0 ¼ ð@t  k@kÞ ¼ ~

K
3

3
~K

; (53)
with ~K finite at Jþ. The requirement that the conformal
factor remain zero at Jþ, @t ¼: 0, implies that k@k ¼
~a ~Da ¼: K ~=3, which gives a constraint on the normal
component of the shift. The outward normal vector field ~sa
with respect to the conformal geometry is proportional3 to
 ~Da, and the normalization factor can be determined by
evaluating the Hamiltonian constraint, Eq. (38), at Jþ.
This gives
~s a ¼:  3K
~Da; (54)
so that the normal component of the shift at Jþ is ~sa ~a ¼:
~. It also makes sense to require that the components of
the shift tangent to Jþ vanish. This means the coordinates
on Jþ are propagated along the null generators of Jþ.
The complete shift boundary condition is then
~a¼: ~~sa; i¼: 3~K
~hij@j¼3~K
~Ba
i ~Ba
j@j: (55)
Satisfying this boundary condition is most straightforward
if it is imposed as a boundary condition on a vector elliptic
equation for the shift. This spatial coordinate gauge fixing
may need to be done carefully, and here we mention a few
possibilities and their main features.
The first possibility, the spatial harmonic gauge, is
motivated by the metric-based formulation proved well-
posed by Andersson and Moncrief [30]. With CMC folia-
tions, this gauge casts the York version [44] of the standard
Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) evolution equations [45]
into a nonlinear system of wave equations which is coupled
to elliptic equations for lapse and shift. Besides bringing
the evolution equations into hyperbolic form, the spatial
harmonic gauge has additional nice properties which were
noted in [30] and exploited in their proof. Namely, the
terms involving derivatives of the three-metric in the ellip-
tic equation for the lapse are eliminated. Similarly, the
terms involving second derivatives of the three-metric in
the vector elliptic equation for the shift cancel out. These
properties were important for consistently solving the el-
liptic equations to a given degree of smoothness in the
rigorous proof of well-posedness for the mixed hyperbolic-
elliptic system in Ref. [30]. While their analysis was
carried out on compact CMC slices in the absence of
conformal rescaling, it motivated the choice of the spatial
harmonic gauge for the conformal spatial geometry in the
3The minus sign in the expression  ~Da comes from the fact
that is strictly positive in the interior of t, hence, its gradient
points inward from _Jþ.
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conformally compactified scheme of Moncrief and
Rinne [13].
In terms of the conformal metric ~hij the spatial harmonic
gauge sets
~Vk  ~hij½~kij  

k
ij ¼ 0; (56)
where ~kij and 

k
ij are, respectively, the Christoffel sym-
bols of the conformal three-metric ~hij and of a given,
possibly time-dependent, reference metric h

ij on t.
Requiring this gauge condition to remain satisfied during
the evolution implies an elliptic equation for the shift,
derived from @t ~V
k ¼ 0.
In general, there is no simple way to express the
Christoffel symbols in terms of the triad connection coef-
ficients. However, in the conformal Nester gauge, there is a
very simple expression for the trace ~k  ~hij~kij in terms
of the conformal triad vectors. A straightforward calcula-
tion gives
~k ¼ @i ~hki  ~hki

@i
ffiffiffi
~h
p 	
=
ffiffiffi
~h
p
¼  ~Da ~Bak  ð~ri ~BaiÞ ~Bak:
In the conformal Nester gauge, ~ri ~Bai ¼ 0 (see Eq. (36)),
so
~k ¼  ~Da ~Bak: (57)
The elliptic equation for the shift comes from substituting
Eq. (40) into
ð@t  ‘@‘Þ ~Vk ¼  ~Da½ð@t  ‘@‘Þ ~Bak  ð ~DaiÞ@i ~Bak
 ½ð@t  ‘@‘Þ ~Bajð@j ~Bak þ 2 ~Bai

k
ijÞ
 ~Bai ~Bajð@t  ‘@‘Þ

k
ij ¼ 0:
After using Eqs. (48)–(50) to eliminate derivatives of ~ ~!a
and ~ ~^Kab, the result is
~Da ~Da
k þ 2 ~Baj

k
ij
~Da
i þ

2~ ~a  13
~Dað~ ~KÞ

~Ba
k
þ 2~ ~Kabð ~Da ~Bbk þ ~Bai ~Bbj

k
ijÞ
 ~Bai ~Bajð@t  ‘@‘Þ

k
ij ¼ 0: (58)
It may be significant that the spatial harmonic gauge
eliminates derivatives of the triad vectors from the triad
‘‘Laplacian’’ operator ~Da ~Da, which is the true scalar
Laplacian operator in the conformal Nester gauge. In the
spatial harmonic gauge,
~Da ~Da ¼ ~Bai ~Baj @
2
@xi@xj
þ ð ~Da ~BakÞ @
@xk
¼ ~Bai ~Baj

@2
@xi@xj
þ 

k
ij
@
@xk

:
In all of our elliptic equations except the shift equation, this
completely eliminates derivatives of the conformal triad
vectors. Notice also that the elliptic equation for the shift
required for preserving the spatial harmonic gauge,
Eq. (58), does not contain second or higher derivatives of
~Ba
k. An appropriate choice for the reference metric of the
spatial harmonic gauge may well be the trivial one h

ij ¼

ij, for which the Christoffel symbols vanish. This can
accommodate multiple black holes, as shown in the con-
formally flat initial data calculations of Ref. [17].
We now consider alternative coordinate gauges, based
on the motivation of choosing the shift such that the spatial
metric components become time-independent as the physi-
cal and presumably the conformal space-time become sta-
tionary. The spatial harmonic gauge may well have this
property, but a more direct way of achieving the goal is to
choose the shift to minimize a functional quadratic in time
derivatives of the conformal metric. The two options of this
type presented here are contingent on establishing analyti-
cally, or by successful numerical trials, that they do not
lead to instabilities. We focus on minimizing the time
dependence of the conformal metric, rather than the physi-
cal metric, because our conformal factor is a coordinate
scalar determined by a coordinate scalar equation.
The time dependence of our conformal metric is deter-
mined by, though not equivalent to, the evolution Eq. (40)
for the conformal triad fields, which is regular at Jþ.
Using the constraint Eq. (43), we can rewrite Eq. (40) as
@t ~Ba
i ¼ ½ ~Da ~b þ "acd ~c ~^Ndb þ ~ð ~Kab þ "acb ~!cÞ ~Bbi:
(59)
The triad components of the shift depend on the conformal
rescaling, hence the ~a. Equation (59) should supersede
Eq. (40) as the evolution equation for the triad vectors
when the shift is calculated as the ~a rather than the 
i.
Contracting with the dual one-forms ~bi gives
~Fba  ~bi@t ~Bai
¼  ~Da ~b  "acd ~c ~^Ndb  ~ð ~Kab þ "acb ~!cÞ:
One should bear in mind that the determinant of the
conformal metric is not time-independent in general for
the Nester-based choice of conformal factor. Therefore, the
straightforward way to minimize the time dependence of
the conformal metric is the ‘‘minimal conformal strain’’
condition minimizing
R½ð@t ~hijÞð@t ~hk‘Þ~hik ~hj‘w ffiffiffi~hp d3x,
where w is a weight function. Since ~hij ¼ ~Bai ~Baj, this is
equivalent to minimizing the functional
I1½ ~a ¼
Z
~FðabÞ ~FðabÞw~; (60)
where ~ ¼
ffiffiffi
~h
p
d3x is the natural volume element of the
conformal geometry. The trivial choice of weight function,
w ¼ 1, seems as good as any. The symmetrization of ~Fab
in Eq. (60) is what makes it essentially equivalent to the
conventional minimal strain condition in terms of ~hij.
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With
~F ðabÞ ¼ ~rða ~bÞ  ~ ~Kab;
where ~ra is the conformal covariant derivative operator,
minimizing I1 gives the elliptic equation
 ~rb ~FðabÞ ¼ 12 ð
~rb ~rb ~a þ ~rb ~ra ~bÞ þ ~rbð~ ~KabÞ ¼ 0;
(61)
and the boundary variation 
 ~a ~FðabÞ~sb vanishing is con-
sistent with the Dirichlet boundary condition (55) at Jþ
discussed above. As in the previous subsection, we prefer
avoiding radial derivatives of the fields in the source terms
of the elliptic equations. For this reason, we use the mo-
mentum constraint Eq. (45), and substitute
~rbð~ ~KabÞ ¼ ~½ ~^Kab ~Dbðlog~þ 2 logÞ  8G2~ja
þ 1
3
~Dað~ ~KÞ:
As mentioned before, a regular expression for the term
~^Kab ~Db log at Jþ will be derived in Sec. VI. We note that
expanding the covariant derivatives gives
~r b ~rb ~a ¼ ~Db ~Db ~a þ 2"acd ~^Nbd ~Db ~c þ ~^Nab ~^Nbc ~c
 ~^Nbc ~^Nbc ~a
and
~r b ~ra ~b ¼ ~rað~rb ~bÞ þ ~Rab ~b ¼ ~Dað ~Db ~bÞ þ ~Rab ~b;
where the constraint Eq. (44) has been used and ~Rab is
given by Eq. (37).
Smarr and York [46] argue that a different shift condi-
tion, the ‘‘minimal distortion’’ condition, most cleanly
suppresses that part of the time dependence of the spatial
metric associated with diffeomorphisms of the spatial co-
ordinates. This minimizes the time dependence of what
they call the conformal spatial metric, h^ij  ðh1=3Þhij, by
minimizing the action
R½ð@th^ijÞð@th^k‘Þh^ikh^j‘ ffiffiffihp d3x. Their
rationale for minimal distortion rather than minimal strain
is based on using the Hamiltonian constraint to determine
the determinant of the spatial metric, but we make a quite
different kind of conformal decomposition. For complete-
ness, we note that the minimal distortion shift can
be implemented in our formalism by defining B^a
i 
Ba
i=ðdetBÞ ¼ ~Bai=ðdet ~BÞ and ~^Fab  ~Fab  13
ab ~Fcc. The
minimal distortion version of the action is
I2½ ~a ¼
Z
~^FðabÞ ~^FðabÞ ~: (62)
The differential equation for the shift is then
0 ¼ ~rb ~^FðabÞ
¼ 1
2
ð~rb ~rb ~a þ ~rb ~ra ~bÞ  13
~ra ~rb ~b þ ~rbð~ ~^KabÞ
¼ 1
2

~rb ~rb ~a þ 13
~ra ~rb ~b þ ~Rab ~b

þ ~rbð~ ~^KabÞ;
(63)
and the boundary variation is 
 ~a ~^FðabÞ~sb, which vanishes
for the Dirichlet boundary condition (55).
All of the above forms of the shift equation are regular at
Jþ and should give rise to a well-posed elliptic boundary
value problem on a CMC hypersurface (with other varia-
bles fixed) as long as the only boundary is at _Jþ. If black
holes are present, there should also be inner boundaries at
excision surfaces inside or at the apparent horizons, but we
defer discussion of inner boundary conditions to a future
paper.
VI. REGULARITY CONDITIONS AT Jþ
The evolution Eqs. (39)–(41) for , ~Ba
k and ~^Nab are
completely regular at Jþ. However, Eq. (42) for the
evolution of ~^Kab has the apparently singular term
Sab  1

~ra ~rbþ K3
~^Kab

TF
at Jþ. In this section, we derive the appropriate regularity
conditions which ensure that Sab is finite atJþ. To analyze
the limit of the covariant Hessian ~ab  ~ra ~rb ¼
~rða ~rbÞ at Jþ, we introduce the tensor ~ab 

ab  ~sa~sb projecting tangent to _Jþ and the 2D extrinsic
curvature of _Jþ
~ab  ~ac ~bd ~rc~sd ¼ ~ac ~rc~sb; (64)
with a similar sign convention to that of the 3D extrinsic
curvature, such that ~  ~cc is positive for expansion of
the outward normals. With ~sb ¼: ð3=KÞ~rb and
smoothly extending ~sb as the tangent vector to the normal
spacelike geodesic in a neighborhood of _Jþ, decomposing
~ab into components along and perpendicular to ~sa gives
~ab ¼: ~sa~sb~sc~sd ~rc ~rdþ ~sa~sc ~bd ~rd ~rc
þ ~sb~sd ~ac ~rc ~rdþ ~ac ~bd ~rc ~rd
¼: ~sa~sb~sc ~rcð~sd ~rdÞ  K3 ~ab; (65)
since ~sc
~rc~sd ¼ 0, ~bc~sc ¼ 0 and ¼: 0. Take the trace of
Eq. (65) to get
~rc ~rc ¼: ~sc ~rcð~sd ~rdÞ  K3 ~;
and the gradient of Eq. (38) gives
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~s b
~ab ¼: 13 ~sa
~Db ~Db ¼: 13 ~sa~sc
~rcð~sd ~rdÞ  K9 ~~sa;
from which
~s c
~rcð~sd ~rdÞ ¼ ~sc~sd ~ab ¼: ~K=6
and
~ ab ¼: K3

~ab þ 12 ~~sa~sb

: (66)
Therefore, we find for the singular term in Eq. (42)
Sab ¼ ð ~abÞTF þ K3
~^Kab
¼: K
3

~ab  12 ~ab~
~^Kab

:
To ensure that Sab is finite, we see that the condition
~^ ab  ~ab  12 ~ab~ ¼
: ~^Kab (67)
must hold at _Jþ, and both
~^K ab~sb ¼ OðÞ (68)
and
~^ ab  ~ac ~bd ~^Kcd ¼ OðÞ (69)
at _Jþ.
The first of these conditions, that only the transverse-
traceless part of ~Kab can be nonzero at
_Jþ, is what is
required to resolve the apparently singular terms in the
sources for the elliptic equations discussed in Sec. V. As
we show at the end of this section, the limit of
1 ~^Kab~sb at Jþ can be derived from the momentum
constraint equation [27]. The second condition, Eq. (69),
is known as the zero-shear condition, and physically is a
constraint on the initial data that limits the amplitude of
incoming waves in the neighborhood of Jþ and ulti-
mately at past null infinity. There is an extensive litera-
ture (see [27]) showing how these conditions relate to
the existence of Jþ as a regular null hypersurface in the
conformal space-time.
While Eq. (66) can be inverted to get an expression for
~ab at
_Jþ in terms of directional derivatives of , it is
better to evaluate ~ab from its defining expression
~ ab ¼ ~ac ~rc~sb ¼ ~acð ~Dc~sb þ "bde~sd ~^NceÞ; (70)
which does not contain any second normal derivatives of
. Since the directional derivative of ~sb is tangent to
_Jþ,
~ab at
_Jþ is obtained by substituting ~sb ¼ ð3=KÞ ~Db
into Eq. (70). The trace of the 2D extrinsic curvature is then
~ ¼ ~ab ~Db~sa ¼:  3K ~ab
~Db ~Da: (71)
Away from _Jþ, ~sb is found by integrating the geodesic
equation.
In the following, we compute an explicitly finite expres-
sion at Jþ for the apparently singular term Sab when the
regularity conditions (68) and (69) are satisfied. The direct
approach using l’Hoˆpital’s rule would require going to
higher order in the asymptotic expansions, which is awk-
ward in the context of the tetrad equations. The Nester
gauge conditions, as elliptic equations which are regular at
Jþ, impose no local constraints on the behavior of the ~^Nab
near or at Jþ. On the other hand, the asymptotic expan-
sions are rather straightforward when dealing with coor-
dinate components in certain special coordinate systems.
We derive in Appendix A the asymptotic expansion of the
conformal factor in Gaussian normal coordinates, and from
this, expressions for the coordinate components Sij. Since
S is a 3-tensor, it is then trivial to obtain the corresponding
expression for the triad components, though evaluating this
expression is not so easy, since it requires knowing ~sa away
from _Jþ.
An alternative approach is to impose the Penrose
regularity condition that the Weyl tensor vanish at
Jþ. In Appendix A, we use the asymptotic expansions
in Gaussian normal coordinates to evaluate the Weyl
tensor and determine the additional constraint on the
asymptotic behavior of the extrinsic curvature beyond
the zero-shear condition required to satisfy the Penrose
condition. While it is still somewhat controversial, we
believe that the Penrose condition is reasonable, in that
it is only a slightly stronger restriction on the amplitude
of incoming waves near Jþ in the initial data than the
zero-shear condition, and is preserved in the subsequent
evolution.
A standard expression for the electric part of the physi-
cal Weyl tensor, in which time derivatives have been
eliminated using the evolution equations (as in Ref. [13],
Eq. (5.1)), is
Eab ¼ C0a0b ¼ ½Rab  KacKcb þ KKab  4G	abTF
¼

Rab  K^acK^cb þ K3 K^ab  4G	ab

TF
: (72)
The conformal invariance of the Weyl tensor means that
the conformal Weyl tensor, i.e., the Weyl tensor calculated
from the full space-time conformal metric, is ~Eab ¼
2Eab. It is the coordinate components Eij which are
truly invariant, and the scaling relation between physical
and conformal triad vectors introduces the 2 factor. In
our conformal variables, and taking advantage of the sim-
plifications of the Nester triad gauge, we have
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~Eab ¼ 2Eab
¼ 1


~ra ~rbþ K3
~^Kab

TF
þ ½ ~Rab  ~^Kac ~^Kbc  4G2 ~	abTF
¼ Sab  ~Dc ~^Ndða"bÞcd
þ ½2 ~^Nac ~^Nbc  ~^Kac ~^Kbc  4G2 ~	abTF:
Note that the expression in Eq. (72) is not conformally
invariant, since the Einstein equations used to transform
the electric tensor to that form are not conformally invari-
ant. The Penrose regularity condition implies that ~Eab ¼: 0,
such that
Sab ¼: ~Dc ~^Ndða"bÞcd  ½2 ~^Nac ~^Nbc  ~^Kac ~^KbcTF: (73)
Introduced into the evolution Eq. (42) for ~^Kab, the result is
~D0 ~^Kab ¼:  ~Dc ~^Ndða"bÞcd þ

2ð ~^Nac ~^Nbc  ~^Kac ~^KbcÞ
 ~K
3
~^Kab þ 2"cdða ~^KbÞc ~!d þ 1~
~ra ~rb ~

TF
: (74)
The conformal momentum constraint, Eq. (45), can be
used to obtain more explicit information on the asymptotic
behavior of the extrinsic curvature. Start from the
equation in the form ~rbð1 ~^KabÞ 1ð~rbÞ ~^Kab ¼
8G2~ja. Decompose ~^Kab into longitudinal and trans-
verse parts relative to the normal vector ~sa at Jþ,
~^K ab ¼ ~sa~sbð~sc~sd ~^KcdÞ þ 2~sðað~bÞd~sc ~^KcdÞ þ ð~ac ~bd ~^KcdÞ:
Substituting into the momentum constraint and using the
properties of ~sa gives
~sa

ð~sb ~rb þ~ ~sb ~DbÞ

~sc~sd ~^Kcd


þ ð~rb  ~DbÞ

~sc ~bd ~^Kcd


þ ð~sb ~rb þ~ ~sb ~DbÞ

~sc ~ad ~^Kcd


þ ~abð~sc ~bd ~^KcdÞ þ

~rb  2
~Db


ð~ac ~bd ~^KcdÞ
¼ 8G2~ja:
The purely or partially longitudinal parts of ~Kab= are
finite at _Jþ, though we shall see in Appendix A that their
radial derivatives are logarithmically divergent. Despite
this, those derivative terms vanish at _Jþ, since they con-
tain an factor in front. Projecting along ~sa and evaluating
at _Jþ yields
1~sc~sd ~^Kcd ¼: 3K ~abð~ac ~bd
~^KcdÞ ¼ 3K ~cd
~^Kcd: (75)
Since ~cd ~^Kcd ¼ ~sc~sd ~^Kcd, which is zero at Jþ, ~ab can
be replaced by its traceless part ~^ab ¼ ~ab  12 ~ab~ in
Eq. (75). The projection perpendicular to ~sa gives at Jþ
1~sc ~ad ~^Kcd ¼:  3K ~ae ~bd
~rbð~ce ~^KcdÞ:
Combining these results, the 1~sb ~^Kba term that appears
in various equations can be explicitly evaluated as
1~sb ~^Kba ¼:  3K ~ae ~bd
~rbð~ec ~^KcdÞ þ 3K ~sa ~^bc
~^Kbc:
Based on the asymptotic expansions in Gaussian normal
coordinates, we show in Appendix A that the regularity
conditions ~^Kab~sb ¼: 0 and ~ac ~bd ~^Kcd ¼: ~^ab are preserved
by the time evolution.
VII. SUMMARY
The mixed hyperbolic-elliptic system proposed in this
paper for solving the Einstein equations on CMC hyper-
surfaces in a conformally compactified asymptotically flat
space-time is, we believe, worth testing as a way of im-
proving the accuracy of numerical calculations of gravita-
tional radiation emitted in mergers of black holes. There is
no need to use artificial boundary conditions at a finite
radius when the computational domain extends all the way
to future null infinity, and asymptotic gravitational wave
amplitudes are calculated directly, without the need for
any extrapolation procedure. A purely hyperbolic system
would possibly be more computationally efficient, since
there are no elliptic equations to solve, but requires extra
care in constructing a numerical scheme to suppress errors
in the additional constraints among the additional variables
such a system entails.
Our representation of tensors by tetrad, rather than co-
ordinate, components is perhaps more controversial. We fix
the timelike vector of the tetrad by requiring it to be
orthogonal to the CMC hypersurfaces of constant coordi-
nate time, but there is gauge freedom in the orientation of
the triad of spatial vectors within the hypersurface, in
addition to the gauge freedom in the evolution of the spatial
coordinates. A key part of our scheme is combining what
we consider to be the ‘‘natural’’ choice of triad gauge, the
3D Nester gauge, with the choice of conformal gauge
(definition of the conformal factor), such that the nontrivial
spatial triad connection coefficients for the conformal ge-
ometry of the CMC hypersurfaces are equivalent to the five
independent components of the traceless symmetric ~^Nab.
The hyperbolic part of our evolution system for the
conformally rescaled variables consists of the coupled
evolution Eqs. (41) and (42) for the ~^Nab and the traceless
part of the conformal extrinsic curvature ~^Kab, respectively,
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plus the simple advection Eq. (40) (or (59) when ~a is
used) for the nine coordinate components of the conformal
triad vectors, ~Ba
i. This is a total of 19 evolution equations.
The remaining six tetrad connection coefficients—the
triad components of the acceleration and angular velocity
(relative to Fermi-Walker transport) of the tetrad frames—
are determined by elliptic equations: Eq. (46) for the
conformal lapse, whose logarithmic gradient is the confor-
mal acceleration, and Eqs. (51) and (52) for a scalar po-
tential c and a vector potential a, which together deter-
mine the conformal angular velocity ~!a and the trace of the
conformal extrinsic curvature ~K. The conformal gauge is
enforced by the Hamiltonian constraint Eq. (38) for the
conformal factor , but some interpolation may be pos-
sible using the evolution Eq. (39). The coordinate gauge
conditions are fixed by elliptic equations for the triad
components of the conformal shift. We suggest three op-
tions, Eqs. (58), (61), and (63), but some experimentation
will be necessary to determine which of these, or perhaps
some quite different scheme, works best in practice. We do
not propose explicitly imposing the momentum constraints
during the evolution, since this does not seem to be necessary
for stability [14], and we similarly allow the ~Db ~^Nab ¼ 0
constraint to evolve freely. We analyze the propagation of
errors in these and other constraints in Appendix B.
No boundary conditions are necessary at Jþ for the
evolution equations, which is a major advantage of the
CMC hypersurface condition. Boundary conditions are
required for the elliptic equations. Fundamental to the
conformal decomposition is the boundary condition  ¼:
0 on the conformal factor. As discussed in Sec. VB, the
boundary condition at _Jþ on the shift vector is ~a ¼:
~~sa, where ~sa ¼ ð3=KÞ ~Da is the unit normal to
_Jþ in the conformal 3-space. This ensures that Jþ is at
a fixed coordinate radius Rþ and that the angular coordi-
nates in _Jþ are propagated along the null generators of
Jþ. These angular coordinates are related to the nominally
Cartesian computational coordinates in the same way as in
flat space.
The boundary conditions for the Nester gauge potentials
c and a introduced in Sec. VA are naturally chosen to be
homogeneous Dirichlet conditions for c and the part of a
tangent to _Jþ:
c ¼: 0; ~abb ¼: 0; (76)
since we do not want the conformal triad angular velocity
~!a to be unnecessarily nonzero. For a flat conformal
spatial geometry, ~^Nab and therefore the source terms for
c are zero, which should make c ¼ 0 globally.
Furthermore, in a spherically symmetric space-time, the
boundary conditions should allow a to be spherically
symmetric, which means it does not contribute to ~!a.
In order to keep the intrinsic geometry of the _Jþ
2-surface that of a true sphere, with an inverse circum-
ferential radius 0 constant in time, as discussed in
Appendix A, the boundary condition (A31) on ~K must be
satisfied. In terms of the Nester vector potential, this be-
comes ~Daa ¼: ~ ~ , or
~sb ~Dbð~saaÞ  ~~saa ¼: ~ ~ : (77)
While we use Gaussian normal coordinates to derive this
condition, it is valid regardless of the computational coor-
dinate system since it is expressed in terms of spatial
coordinate scalars. The area of the _Jþ 2-sphere is then
constant in time, which means that the expansion of Jþ
vanishes. Note that 0 is not necessarily equal to the
inverse of the coordinate radius of Jþ, Rþ. The geomet-
rical definition of 0 is that the 2D scalar curvature of
_Jþ
is 20
2. In Sec. VIII, we use the zero expansion result, plus
the fact that our boundary conditions on the shift maintain
a simple relation between our computational coordinates
and standard polar angle coordinates on _Jþ, to obtain a
simple expression for the Bondi news function in terms of
our variables.
Finally, we consider the boundary condition on the
conformal lapse. We can make our time coordinate corre-
spond to retarded Minkowski time at Jþ by imposing the
boundary condition
~ ¼: K
30
 ~0 (78)
on Eq. (46) for the conformal lapse, since CMC slicing of
Minkowski space has 	 Kr=3 as r! 1. Since 0 is
uniform on all of the Jþ hypersurface to the future of the
initial hypersurface, so is ~0.
The question of what boundary conditions to impose on
an excision surface on or inside the apparent horizon of a
black hole is left open for the present.
VIII. DISCUSSION
An important issue when formulating the equations on
CMC hypersurfaces is dealing with singularities, real or
apparent, which are associated with the hypersurfaces
becoming asymptotically null as they approach Jþ. The
elliptic equations for the conformal factor  and the
conformal lapse ~ are genuinely singular there. However,
the singular terms in these equations do not cause any
singularity in the solutions; instead they force any solutions
which satisfy the boundary conditions at _Jþ to have very
particular asymptotic behaviors. These asymptotic behav-
iors, additionally constrained by the usual ‘‘zero-shear’’
and Penrose regularity conditions, were discussed in
Sec. VI. We also found it useful to explore the asymptotic
behavior at greater depth in a special coordinate system,
Gaussian normal coordinates (Appendix A). These coor-
dinates are not suitable as global coordinates in an actual
numerical calculation, but their simplicity in a neighbor-
hood of _Jþ facilitates drawing general conclusions about
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the asymptotic behavior of scalars and complete tensors.
In this way, we are able to analyze the apparently singular
terms that appear in some of the evolution equations, show
that they are in fact finite at Jþ, and evaluate their limits at
_Jþ. However, the conformal factor, the conformal lapse,
and the conformal extrinsic curvature are not completely
smooth at _Jþ on a CMC hypersurface when any outgoing
radiation is present. The fourth normal derivative of and
the second normal derivative of the conformal extrinsic
curvature are logarithmically infinite there. This is a gauge
artifact of the CMC slicing condition, has nothing to do
with our spatial gauge conditions, and is not prevented by
any physically allowable regularity conditions. In princi-
ple, it should slow the convergence of a pseudospectral
numerical scheme or a high-order finite difference scheme,
but the impact may not be severe. The only apparent way of
avoiding this potential problem is to make the lapse evolve
dynamically as part of the hyperbolic system.
It is instructive to give a more detailed comparison of
our system with the coordinate-based system of Moncrief
and Rinne [13]. They have a set of 11 evolution equations
for the six components of the conformal spatial metric and
the five components of the traceless part of the canonical
momentum trij. The traceless canonical momentum is,
within a factor of the square root of the determinant of the
conformal metric, equivalent to our ~^Kab. The Moncrief-
Rinne evolution equations are second-order in spatial de-
rivatives of the metric and much more complicated than
our evolution equations, but there are fewer of them, both
because our system is first-order and because the spatial
triad vectors have three more degrees of freedom than the
conformal metric. Since Moncrief and Rinne also impose
the CMC hypersurface condition, their equation for the
lapse is essentially the same as ours, and there is the same
breakdown in smoothness due to polyhomogeneous terms.
Their conformal factor is defined differently by demanding
that the conformal scalar curvature be uniform in both
space and time, but it satisfies a similar elliptic equation.
The difference in conformal gauge does not affect the
leading behavior of the conformal factor at _Jþ, and
the basic structure of the apparently singular terms in the
equations is the same. Since the triad angular velocity
plays no role in a coordinate-based system, Moncrief and
Rinne have three fewer elliptic equations than we do. Their
variable  defined in their Eq. (2.11) is equivalent to our
~ ~K , but is determined by a quite different elliptic equa-
tion. They note the advantages of imposing a boundary
condition on  equivalent to our Eq. (A31). Their elliptic
equation for the shift preserves the spatial harmonic con-
dition on the spatial coordinates.
The trade-off between complicated spatially second-
order evolution equations and more, but simpler, first-order
evolution equations will probably make little difference in
computational efficiency; however, high accuracy may be
easier to achieve with our first-order equations. The more
serious numerical efficiency issue in our formalism is the
three extra elliptic equations. All of our variables except
for the triad vectors and the shift vector are spatial coor-
dinate scalars, which with the globally optimized triad
orientations provided by the Nester gauge, may be better
behaved in complicated dynamic scenarios than the coor-
dinate components of the metric tensor and the conformal
extrinsic curvature. In both approaches, it is critical to use
highly optimized elliptic solvers.
Our asymptotic wave amplitude is ~^ab ¼: ~^Kab, whose
coordinate components are AB in the asymptotic expan-
sion of the spatial metric in Gaussian normal coordinates
developed in Appendix A. To see how this relates to the
Bondi news, we solve asymptotically for the coordinate
transformation between our Gaussian normal coordinates
defined on CMC hypersurfaces and Bondi coordinates. The
inverse metric in Bondi coordinates u, x, xA
0
, with u the
retarded time, x the inverse of the Bondi radius r, and xA
0
the angular coordinates, is
guu ¼ guA0 ¼ 0; gux ¼ x2e2; gxx ¼ x4We2;
gxA
0 ¼ x2UA0e2; gA0B0 ¼ x2 hA0B0 ;
with the determinant of hA
0B0 equal to ðsinÞ2. For a
certain class of solutions of the Einstein equations, the
Bondi-Sachs metric functions , W, UA
0
, and hA
0B0 have
expansions in powers of x away from future null infinity at
x ¼ 0, provided that the Penrose regularity condition is
satisfied (see [29]).
For the special class of inertial Bondi coordinates (see
Sec. 6 of Ref. [6] and Ref. [8]), the angular metric hA0B0 has
the expansion
h A0B0 ¼ hA0B0 þ A0B0xþOðx3Þ;
where as in Appendix A, hA0B0 is the unit sphere metric,
A0B0 is a traceless, symmetric tensor on the unit sphere,
and the absence of an Oðx2Þ term is equivalent to the
Penrose regularity condition in this context. Also,  ¼: 0
and UA
0 ¼: 0. The Bondi mass aspect M, whose average
over the solid angle is the Bondi energy, is defined byW ¼
1 2Mðu; xA0 ÞxþOðx2Þ. The Bondi news is basically the
time derivative of A0B0 , often represented as a complex
scalar c whose real part is 
0
0 ¼  ’
0
’0 and imaginary
part is ’
0
0 sin
0 ¼ 0’0= sin0. The square of the Bondi
news at a given physical point on Jþ is invariant under
transformations of the Bondi coordinates from one inertial
Bondi frame to another [4].
In Appendix A, we discuss the asymptotic conformal
spatial metric in Gaussian normal coordinates z, xA and
obtain asymptotic expressions for the lapse and shift which
preserve the CMC hypersurface and Gaussian normal co-
ordinate conditions. While these spatial coordinates are not
the computational coordinates, the shift satisfies the same
boundary condition at Jþ. The boundary condition on the
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conformal lapse, as discussed in Sec. VII, ensures that the
coordinate time t on the CMC hypersurfaces asymptoti-
cally corresponds to Minkowski retarded time. The coor-
dinate transformation from these coordinates to the
Bondi-Sachs coordinates can be constructed as a power
series in the distance z from Jþ, starting from u ¼: t and
xA
0 ¼: xA, by requiring that the transformed metric have the
Bondi-Sachs form, with guu ¼ guA0 ¼ 0. The result is
u ¼ tþ z
2~0
þ ~0
8 ~0
z2 þOðz3Þ; xA0 ¼ xA þOðz3Þ:
Then
x2 hA
0B0 ¼ 2 ~hCD @ x
A0
@xC
@ xB
0
@xD
þOðz6Þ;
and equating the determinants of the two sides gives
x ¼ ð1þOðz3ÞÞ ¼ K0
3
zþOðz2Þ:
Note that @x=@t ¼ Oðz2Þ, since our boundary conditions
keep @=@t ¼: 0. From the expansions of hA0B0 and ~hCD
(Eq. (A5)), we see that
A0B0 ¼:  6K0 AB: (79)
The expansion of Jþ clearly vanishes. From
x2e2 ¼ 2 
z
~2
@x
@z
@u
@t
þOðz4Þ;
 ¼ OðzÞ, and from
x2UA
0
e2 ¼ 2


Bz
~2
@x
@z
@ xA
0
@xB
þOðz3Þ

;
UA
0 ¼ Oðz2Þ. Therefore, all of the conditions for an inertial
Bondi frame are satisfied, and the Bondi-Sachs ‘‘news’’ is
_A0B0  @u A0B0 . The vacuum Einstein equations in Bondi-
Sachs coordinates give, since @u ¼: @t,
@M
@u
¼  1
8
hA
0C0 hB
0D0 _A0B0 _C0D0 þ 14 _
A0B0
jA0B0
¼  1
2

3
K0

2
hAC hBD _AB _CD þ

3
K0

_ABjAB

;
(80)
with j denoting covariant derivatives on the unit sphere
[47]. The monopole and dipole parts of the term linear in
AB as integrated over the unit sphere vanish identically, so
this term contributes to neither the Bondi energy nor the
Bondi momentum. Equation (80) defines the precise physi-
cal meaning of AB as the 2-tensor describing the asymp-
totic amplitude of the gravitational waves. This 2-tensor is
equivalent to the 3-tensor whose triad components are
~ab ¼: ~^Kab, as projected into _Jþ.
Our extraction of the Bondi news is actually quite a bit
simpler than it is in Cauchy-characteristic matching or
Cauchy-characteristic extraction formalisms [6]. In the
characteristic methods, the matching or extraction is
done on a world tube in the interior, and the constraints
controlling the conformal Bondi frame are integrated out-
ward on the null hypersurface, generically resulting in a
noninertial Bondi frame at Jþ. The subsequent transfor-
mation from the computational frame to the inertial Bondi
frame requires considerable numerical effort [6], but a
more direct way of calculating the Bondi news from an
arbitrary characteristic frame is presented and tested in
Ref. [8].
Although we contend that the approach we have pre-
sented holds much promise for high accuracy calculations
of gravitational waveforms from 3D numerical simulations
of the Einstein equations, it remains to be seen whether or
not a stable and efficient numerical implementation can be
achieved. A good place to begin is to fine-tune the numeri-
cal solution of the elliptic equations of our method in the
context of the initial value problem and then evaluate
whether or not the computation time required is prohibi-
tive. Further analysis of the well-posedness of the entire
hyperbolic-elliptic system would provide a theoretical
foundation for a more extensive numerical effort.
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APPENDIX A: ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
IN GAUSSIAN NORMAL COORDINATES
Quite a bit can be learned about the asymptotic behavior
of the conformal factor and the regularization of the ap-
parently singular terms in the evolution equations atJþ by
developing an explicit asymptotic solution. This is awk-
ward to do in our implementation of the tetrad formalism
because in the elliptic equations of the Nester gauge, there
is no local control over how the orientation of the spatial
triad vectors and therefore how ~^Nab evolves in a neighbor-
hood of _Jþ. On the other hand, by working directly with
the coordinate components of the spatial metric and other
tensors in the CMC hypersurfaces, and by making a special
choice of spatial coordinates (Gaussian normal coordinates
based on _Jþ as a two-surface embedded in the 3D con-
formal space [27]) in a neighborhood of Jþ, we can
straightforwardly obtain explicit asymptotic solutions for
the conformal factor and extrinsic curvature in terms of
quantities defined from the asymptotic expansion of the
conformal spatial metric as a power series in the conformal
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proper distance from _Jþ. Moncrief and Rinne [13] have
done a similar asymptotic analysis in a more general
coordinate system, but at the cost of substantial additional
complexity.
The Gaussian normal coordinates are constructed by
starting from angular coordinates on the _Jþ 2-surface,
which can always be chosen so that its metric is conformal
to the standard unit sphere metric, with coordinates
xA ¼ ð;Þ. These angular coordinates are propagated
inward from Jþ along normal spacelike geodesics in the
CMC hypersurface, and a ‘‘radial’’ coordinate z is defined
to be equal to the proper distance from _Jþ along these
geodesics. This construction gives a conformal spatial
metric of the form
d~s2 ¼ dz2 þ ~hABdxAdxB; (A1)
since the geodesics normal to the _Jþ 2-surface are per-
pendicular to the 2-surfaces of constant proper distance.
Furthermore, since any metric on a 2-surface which has the
topology of a two-sphere is conformal to the standard unit
sphere metric hAB, we can decompose
~hAB ¼ 2 hAB; (A2)
defining a 2D conformal factor  such that
~h ¼ det~hAB ¼ 4 det hAB ¼ 4sin2: (A3)
Assuming a power series expansion of the 2D conformal
metric about Jþ through order z2, we then have the form
~hAB¼2½ hAB2 ABzþð CD CD hAB c ABÞz2þOðz3Þ:
(A4)
Here AB and c AB are traceless, symmetric tensors with
respect to the unit sphere metric hAB. The inverse is
~hAB¼2½ hABþ2 ABzþð CD CD hABþ c ABÞz2þOðz3Þ:
(A5)
It has been argued ([27,29]) that in a general treatment of
radiation in asymptotically flat spacetimes, there should be
polyhomogeneous terms in this expansion, i.e., z logz and/
or z2 logz and higher order terms. Such terms are consistent
with the zero-shear condition, for instance, and do not
prevent the existence of Jþ as a null surface in the
conformal space-time. As noted in Sec. I, we see no reason
why such terms should be present when dealing with
isolated systems in an astrophysical context. There may
be polyhomogeneous terms present at higher orders in the
expansion of ~hAB arising from the polyhomogeneous terms
in the expansion of the extrinsic curvature that are associ-
ated with the CMC gauge choice.
Physical interpretation of the asymptotic solutions is
greatly simplified if the 3D conformal gauge is such that
2-surfaces of constant conformal radius correspond to
2-spheres of the asymptotic flat space-time approaching
_Jþ on a CMC hypersurface. Since the level surfaces of the
3D conformal factor  approach _Jþ uniformly in the
conformal radius coordinate, this is accomplished by de-
manding that the intrinsic geometry of _Jþ be that of a
2-sphere, i.e., that the 2D conformal factor  be a constant
0, independent of angle, on
_Jþ, or equivalently, that the
2D scalar curvature of _Jþ, 2R ¼: 202, be uniform.
Assuming that the initial data satisfy this condition, it
will be preserved if @t ¼: 0. As a result of our asymptotic
analysis, we shall see this requires a certain Dirichlet
boundary condition on the trace ~K of the 3D conformal
extrinsic curvature. In the context of our elliptic equations
for preserving the Nester triad gauge, this provides the
natural boundary condition on ~ ~K ¼ ð3=2Þ ~Daa. The
same point was noted in the different context of Ref. [13].
The Gaussian normal coordinates are not suitable as
global coordinates, since they break down somewhere in
the interior as the normal spacelike geodesic congruence
develops caustics, but they are guaranteed to be valid in a
neighborhood of _Jþ, assuming a regular conformal ge-
ometry. Any breakdown of smoothness at Jþ cannot be
attributed to the Gaussian normal choice of spatial
coordinates.
The nonzero Christoffel symbols for the metric of
Eq. (A1) are just
~ABz ¼ 12
~hAC@z ~hCB ¼ ~AB;
~zAB ¼  12@z
~hAB ¼ ~AB; ~ABC ¼ 2~ABC;
where ~AB are the coordinate components of the extrinsic
curvature of the constant-z 2-surfaces based on the outward
normal, which is in the minus z-direction, and where 2~ABC
are the Christoffel symbols associated with the 2-metric
~hAB. Let ~^AB denote the traceless part of ~AB and ~ the
trace. Calculating the conformal 3D Ricci tensor, we get
~Rzz ¼ @z~ ~AB~AB ¼ @z~ ~^AB ~^AB  12 ~
2;
~RzA ¼ ~jA  ~CAjC ¼
1
2
~jA  ~^CAjC;
~RAB ¼ 2 ~RAB þ @z~AB  ~~AB
¼ @z ~^AB  ~ ~^AB þ
1
2
ð2 ~Rþ @z~ ~2Þ
AB: (A6)
The j symbol indicates a covariant derivative in the
constant-z 2-space with respect to the metric ~hAB. The
scalar curvature is
~R ¼ 2 ~Rþ 2@z~ 32 ~
2  ~^AB ~^AB: (A7)
In terms of our expansion (A4) of the angular metric, it is
easy to verify that
~^ AB ¼ AB þ c ABzþOðz2Þ;
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so ~^AB ¼: AB and @z ~^AB ¼: c AB. Also, ~ ¼ ð2=Þ@z.
Furthermore, assuming  ¼: 0 is uniform on Jþ,
2~ABC ¼ ABC  ½2 AðBjCÞ  BC
jA þ 
AðB@CÞ~0
 1
2
hBC h
AD@D~0zþOðz2Þ (A8)
and
2 ~R ¼ 220½1þ ð~0 þ
1
2
~
jA
0 jA  ABjABÞzþOðz2Þ: (A9)
The j symbol denotes a covariant derivative with respect to
the unit sphere metric.
Our definition of the conformal factor is not quite the
same as in Ref. [13] or [27], but like them, we can solve for
the conformal factor to third order in the expansion away
from _Jþ. Write the expansion of  as
 ¼ K
3
z½1þ c1ðxAÞzþ c2ðxAÞz2 þOðz3Þ;
the expansion of ~ as
~ ¼ ~0 þ ~1zþOðz2Þ;
and substitute into the Hamiltonian constraint, Eq. (38).
The result is
¼K
3
z

1 1
4
~0zþ 112

1
2
~20 2~1
ð ~^Kab ~^Kabþ ~^AB ~^AB 2 ~RÞJþ

z2þOðz3Þ

: (A10)
The expansion of  becomes locally indeterminate, and
generically requires a polyhomogeneous z3 logz term, at
the next order.
In the Gaussian normal coordinates, the outward normal
to the constant-z 2-surfaces is just ~sz ¼ 1, ~sA ¼ 0.
Denote the traceless part of the 3D extrinsic curvature as
projected into these surfaces by
AB  ~^KAB 
1
2

AB ~^K
C
C: (A11)
The zero-shear condition derived in Sec. VI requires
AB ¼: ~^AB ¼: AB. Note that AB can be considered the
asymptotic amplitude of the gravitational waves, and
the zero-shear condition is a reflection of the fact that a
derivative of the spatial metric along the normal to an
asymptotically null hypersurface becomes equivalent to a
radial derivative of the spatial metric as the normal be-
comes tangent to the hypersurface.
The momentum constraint Eq. (45) allows us to deter-
mine the leading asymptotic behavior of the rest of the
extrinsic curvature in terms of AB. In the Gaussian normal
coordinate basis, we have
~rjð1 ~^KjiÞ ¼ 1@j ~^Kji  8G2~ji: (A12)
First consider the z-component, which through first-order
in z is
K
3
z½@zð1 ~^KzzÞ þ ð1 ~^KAzÞjA þ ~^BAAB
 3
2
~ ~^K
z
z ¼ K3

1 1
2
~z

1 ~^Kzz: (A13)
Using the zero-shear condition, the zeroth-order result is
K
3
~^K
z
z ¼ K3 ~s
a~sb ~^Kab ¼: ~^ABBA ¼: AB BA: (A14)
The transverse components of the momentum constraint to
first-order in z are
K
3
z@zð1 ~^KzAÞ þ ~^KBAjB  ~ ~^KzA
¼ K
3

1 1
2
~z

~^K
z
A  z2 ~jB
~^K
B
A:
Expand ~^K
B
AjB ¼ BAjB  12 ð ~^K
z
zÞjA, using Eqs. (A8) and
(A14), to get
K
3
z@zð1 ~^KzAÞ þ BAjB þ zð@zBAÞjB
 1
2
~ ~^KA  12 ~jB 
B
A ¼
K
3
~^K
z
A: (A15)
At zeroth-order,
K
3
~^K
z
A ¼: BAjB: (A16)
Using these zeroth-order results, we can calculate the
first-order corrections. However, the equations cannot be
satisfied by a simple power series expansion. Instead, let
K
3
~^K
z
z ¼ AB BA þ d1zþ d01z logzþOðz2Þ: (A17)
Upon substitution into Eq. (A13), the d1’s cancel, leaving
d1 indeterminate locally, but
d01 ¼ 20 ABjAB  AB½ c
B
A þ ð@zBAÞJþ  ~0 BA:
(A18)
Similarly, the coefficient of z in the expansion of
ðK=3Þ ~^KzA is indeterminate locally, and one has an
expansion of the form
K
3
~^K
z
A ¼ BAjB þ eAzþ e0Az logzþOðz2Þ; (A19)
where the coefficient of z logz is
e0A ¼ 

@z
B
A 
1
2
~0 
B
A

jB
: (A20)
It is also possible to calculate the coefficient c03 of the
z3 logz term in the expansion for the conformal factor.
The result is c03 ¼ d01=8.
The expansions above allow us, using L’Hoˆpital’s rule,
to directly evaluate at _Jþ the coordinate components of
the apparently singular terms in the evolution equation
for ~^Kab,
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Sij  1

~ri ~rjþ K3
~^Kij

TF
:
The result is
Szz ¼: 13 ½ 
C
D 
D
C þ 220  ~1;
SAB ¼: @zðABÞ  c AB þ
1
2
~0 
A
B
 1
6
ð CD DC þ 220  ~1Þ
AB;
SzA ¼: CAjC 
1
2
@A~0: (A21)
Finally, we compute the expansion of the conformal
lapse ~ from the CMC slicing condition, Eq. (46):
~ ¼ ~0

1 1
2
~0zþ 14

1
2
~20  ~1  3 CD DC þ 220

z2
þOðz3Þ

: (A22)
In deriving this expansion, we have assumed that ~0 is
uniform as stipulated in Sec. VII.
1. The Penrose regularity condition
The apparently singular terms Sij are also related to
the electric part of the physical Weyl tensor evaluated at
Jþ. The Penrose regularity condition asserts that the
Weyl tensor of the conformal space-time should vanish
at Jþ. The conformal invariance of the Weyl tensor
implies that the coordinate components of the electric
tensor are invariant,
Eij ¼ Cij0 0 ¼ ~Cij ~0 ~0 ¼ ~Eij:
A well-known expression for the physical Weyl electric
tensor in a vacuum space-time (see Ref. [13]) is
Eij ¼ Rij  KikKkj þ KKij; (A23)
where the vacuum evolution equations have been used to
eliminate time derivatives. Our assumptions about the
falloff of the energy-momentum tensor at Jþ imply
that Eq. (A23) holds there. In terms of the conformal
quantities, the traceless part of this gives
~^E ij ¼ fRij  K^ikK^kjgTF þ
K
3
K^ij
¼ 1

f~ri ~rjþ K3
~^KijgTF þ f ~^Rij  ~^Kik ~^KkjgTF:
Raising an index with the conformal metric in the
Gaussian normal coordinates, applying the results in
Eqs. (A6), (A7), and (A21), and noting the identity
AC 
C
B ¼ 12 CD DC
AB,
~^E
z
z ¼: 13 ½ 
C
D 
D
C þ 220  ~1
þ 1
3
½~1  220  2 CD DC
þ 1
3
CD 
D
C ¼: 0; (A24)
~^E
A
B ¼: @zðABÞ  c AB þ
1
2
~0 
A
B
 1
6
ð CD DC þ 220  ~1Þ
AB þ c AB  ~0 AB
þ 1
6
ð220 þ 2 CD DC  ~1Þ
AB 
1
6
CD 
D
C
¼: @zðABÞ 
1
2
~0 
A
B; (A25)
~^E zA ¼: CAjC 
1
2
@A~0 þ 12 ~jA  
C
AjC ¼
:
0: (A26)
The Penrose regularity condition is not satisfied auto-
matically once the zero-shear condition is satisfied; it
requires the additional condition that
@zðABÞ ¼:
1
2
~0 
A
B: (A27)
In the Bondi-Sachs asymptotic expansion on null hyper-
surfaces, the Penrose regularity condition is the vanishing
of the traceless part of the r2 term in the expansion of the
metric of the two-surfaces of constant Bondi radius r (see
[29]). In that context the condition is preserved by the
Einstein equations, once imposed in the initial data, and
therefore the same must be true for Eq. (A27).
The magnetic part of the Weyl tensor is
Bij ¼ ~Bij ¼ ~rk ~^K‘ði~"jÞk‘
and using the asymptotic expansions above, one finds
Bzz ¼: 0; BzA ¼: 0;
BAB ¼:  "AC

@zðCBÞ 
1
2
~0 
C
B

;
with BAB ¼: 0 if and only if Eq. (A27) holds. Therefore, the
magnetic part of the Weyl tensor does not give additional
conditions.
Given that the Weyl tensor vanishes at Jþ, much sim-
pler expressions can be obtained for the apparently singular
terms in the evolution equations than those of Eq. (A21)
directly in terms of tetrad quantities in a general coordinate
system, without the need to propagate the normal geo-
desics away from _Jþ to calculate ~ab, etc. One just uses
the vanishing of the tetrad components of the electric part
of the Weyl tensor. The regular form of the evolution
equation at Jþ for ~^Kab is given in Eq. (74).
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2. Metric evolution equations
It is instructive to examine the asymptotic behavior of
the evolution equations for the conformal spatial metric in
terms of the conformal extrinsic curvature assuming the
initial Gaussian normal coordinate condition is preserved.
The general equations are
@t ~hij¼k@k ~hijþ ~hkj@ikþ ~hik@jkþ2~

~^Kijþ13
~hij ~K

:
The evolution equation for ~hzz becomes an equation for
z,
@z
z ¼ ~

~^Kzz þ 13
~K

;
from which
z¼ ~0

~ ~K
3

0
z1
2

~0 
C
D 
D
Cþ

~ ~K
3

1

z2þOðz3Þ:
(A28)
The condition for keeping ~hAz ¼ 0 is
@z
A þ ~hAC@Cz ¼ 2~ ~^KAz;
from which
A ¼ 20

hAB@B

~ ~K
6

0
 ~0 ABjB

z2 þOðz3Þ: (A29)
The boundary conditions on the shift and the lapse are from
Sec. VII.
Decompose the evolution equations for the angular part
of the metric as given by Eq. (A4) into trace and traceless
parts. Defining the evolution of  so Eq. (A3) is preserved,
the trace in zeroth order gives
1

@t ¼: 
z

@z 13 ~
~K ¼: ~0

1
2
~0  13
~K

; (A30)
using ~ ¼ 2@z log. The traceless part in zeroth order,
given the zero-shear condition, confirms that @t hAB ¼: 0,
as assumed.
The condition for keeping the intrinsic geometry of Jþ
a true sphere, i.e., keeping  uniform on Jþ, is @t ¼: 0.
From Eq. (A30), we see this requires the boundary condi-
tion on ~K to be
2~ ~K
3
¼: ~ ~; (A31)
which can be implemented in the elliptic Nester gauge
equations of Sec. VA. A significant consequence of this
condition is that ~ z ¼ Oðz2Þ.
At first order in z, and using the Gaussian-normal-
coordinate shift, one finds from the trace
~D0 ~ ¼: 1~0 ð@t~0  ~0 ~1Þ
¼:  1
2
~20 þ CD CD 
2
3~0
@zð~ ~KÞ (A32)
and from the traceless part
@t 
A
B ¼: ~0ð c AB  @zABÞ: (A33)
After imposing the Penrose regularity condition, Eq. (A27),
@t 
A
B ¼: ~0

c AB  12 ~0 
A
B

: (A34)
Next, we examine the evolution equation for the con-
formally rescaled extrinsic curvature,
@t ~^K
i
j¼k@k ~^Kij ~^Kkj@kiþ ~^Kik@jk
þ ~

 ~Rijþ
1
~
~ri ~rj ~
~K
3
~^K
i
j2Sijþ8G3 ~	ij

TF
:
Evaluating the right-hand side of this equation at Jþ we
obtain, using Eqs. (A6), (A14), (A16), (A21), (A22),
(A28), and (A31),
@t ~^K
z
z ¼: 0; @t ~^KzA ¼: 0;
@t ~^K
A
B ¼: ~0ð c AB  @zABÞ: (A35)
In view of the Eq. (A33), this shows that the regularity
conditions ~^K
z
z ¼: 0, ~^KzA ¼: 0, ~^KAB ¼: ~^AB are automati-
cally preserved in the time evolution.
Now return to the question of the apparent breakdown in
smoothness at Jþ in the asymptotic expansion of the
extrinsic curvature. Note that from Eq. (A20), the condi-
tion for the coefficient e01 of the leading log term in ~^K
z
A to
vanish is identical to the Penrose regularity condition,
Eq. (A27). However, applying the Penrose regularity con-
dition to Eq. (A18) for the coefficient d01 of the leading log
term in ~^K
z
z leaves
d01 ¼ 20 ABjAB  AB

c BA 
1
2
~0 
B
A

¼ 20 ABjAB 
1
2~
@tð AB BAÞ; (A36)
which does not vanish if any outgoing waves are present at
Jþ. Therefore, the lack of smoothness of ~^Kzz at Jþ
cannot be prevented by a regularity condition and must
be dealt with in any calculation involving emission of
gravitational radiation. Friedrich’s proofs of smoothness
at Jþ given smooth initial data [9,48] do not apply be-
cause they are based on solving a complete symmetric
hyperbolic system of evolution equations. Our assumption
of CMC hypersurfaces requires an elliptic equation for the
lapse, and it is this elliptic equation which generates a
breakdown in smoothness in the presence of outgoing
radiation. The elliptic equations which enforce the Nester
gauge are not relevant because they do not affect the
evolution of the coordinate metric. Our mathematical re-
sults on the presence of polyhomogeneous terms in the
asymptotic expansion of the extrinsic curvature and con-
formal factor, after sorting through differences in notation,
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are equivalent to those of Sec. 4 of Andersson and
Chrus´ciel [27].
We do not expect the lack of smoothness at Jþ to be a
serious impediment to the accuracy and/or stability of
numerical calculations, even though in principle it could
prevent rapid convergence of spectral-based numerical
methods.
APPENDIX B: CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION
In this appendix, we derive the constraint propagation
system for our evolution scheme. This system describes the
evolution of constraint violations which could be present in
the initial data or, more generally, could be triggered by
truncation errors in a numerical scheme.
Since the constraint Eq. (43) is required for vanishing
torsion, we should allow for a connection r with nonzero
torsion tensor T in the constraint propagation system. An
efficientmethod for deriving this system [49] is based on the
Riemann and Bianchi identities for the curvature tensor R,X
ð
Þ
R
 ¼
X
ð
Þ
ðrT
 þ T
TÞ; (B1)
X
ð
Þ
rR
 ¼ 
X
ð
Þ
R
T

; (B2)
where
P
ð
Þ denotes the cyclic sum over ð
Þ.
Expressed in terms of an arbitrary basis e of vector fields,
the torsion and curvature tensors are defined by
T
  ½e; e
  2½
;
R
  eð
Þ  e
ðÞ þ 

 
  ½e; e
;
respectively. If the frame e is orthonormal, Einstein’s field
equations are equivalent to the requirements that the
connection coefficients  ¼ ½ are antisymmetric
in , that the torsion tensor is zero, and that the Ricci
tensor R  R is related to the stress-energy tensor
 according to R ¼ 8G  4G

. An
equivalent way of stating this is the satisfaction of the
equations
T
 ¼ 0; 	
 ¼ 0; (B3)
where
	
R
T
C
S
;
S
8G

½
½
23½



;
and C
 is a tensor field satisfying the algebraic
symmetries C½
 ¼ 0, C½½
 ¼ C
 ¼ C
,
C
 ¼ 0. For a solution of the field Eqs. (B3),
C
 is the Weyl curvature tensor associated with the
geometry.
In order to relate Eq. (B3) to our evolution and constraint
equations, we assume that the timelike leg e0 ¼ n coin-
cides with the future-directed unit normal to the time slices
t. This implies that T
0

 ¼ 0. We decompose the remain-
ing components of T and 	 according to
T
 ¼ 2F½n
 þG"
;
	
 ¼ 4n½E½n
  "D"

 2n½B"
 þ 2"H ½n
;
where "
  n"
 and the covariant tensor fields F,
G, E,D, B andH are orthogonal to n. The left and right
duals of 	 are defined by
ð	Þ
  12 "
	
;
ð	Þ
  12	"


;
respectively, and induce the following transformations in
the decomposition of 	:
	 	: EH ; DB; BD; H E;
(B4)
		 : EB; DH ; BE; H D:
(B5)
The trace of 	 is given by
	 ¼ R þ 
T
  8G

  12




¼ nnE  n"
B
 þ "
H 
n  E
þD  ð þ nnÞD: (B6)
The Weyl tensor has a similar decomposition to that of 	.
However, its algebraic symmetries imply that D ¼ E,
H ¼ B, and that E and B are symmetric and traceless.
Our evolution system is obtained from the combinations
of the field Eqs. (B3) which eliminate the Weyl tensor.
More precisely, the evolution Eqs. (14), (9), and (10) are
0 ¼ FabBak ¼ D0Bbk þ l:o:;
0 ¼ ab  Eab Dab ¼ D0Kba þ "bcdDcNda þ l:o:;
0 ¼ ab  Bab H ab ¼ D0Nba  "bcdDcKda þ l:o:;
where ‘‘l.o.’’ stands for lower order terms which do not
contain derivatives of Ba
k, Kab, Nab, ab, !b or . The
constraint Eqs. (15) and (11)–(13), are equivalent to
0 ¼ GabBak ¼ "bcdDcBdk þ l:o:;
0 ¼ M  Daa ¼ 2Dana þ l:o:;
0 ¼ Pa  "abcBbc ¼ DbKab DaK þ l:o:;
0 ¼ Qa  "abcDbc ¼ DbNab DaN þ l:o:;
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and the equation Baa ¼ 0 is automatically satisfied as a
consequence of the hypersurface orthogonal gauge.
Now we use the identities (B1) and (B2) to derive
evolution equations for the constraint variables Gab, M,
Pa andQa. For this, we first rewrite them in terms of T and
	. Using the algebraic symmetries of C
 and the fact
that
P
ð
ÞS
 ¼ 0, this yieldsX
ð
Þ
rT
¼
X
ð
Þ
½	
þðe  ½e;eþÞT
;
(B7)
X
ð
Þ
rð	
 þ C
 þ S
Þ
¼ X
ð
Þ
½	
  ekðÞT
: (B8)
We may further simplify these equations by noticing that
X
ð
Þ
rS
 ¼ 12 "
"
00
0r0S0
0
¼ "
rðSÞ;X
ð
Þ
	
 ¼ "
ð	Þ;
where ðSÞ
 ¼ 8Gð"
½  "
=3Þ.
Using the expression (B6) for the trace of 	 and the
transformation properties (B5) of the right dual, we find
ð	Þ00 ¼ 0; ð	Þ0b ¼ Qbþ "bcdcd;
ð	Þa0 ¼ Qa; ð	Þab ¼"abcPc baþ 
abcc:
As a consequence, the right-hand sides of Eqs. (B7) and
(B8) are a linear combination of the constraint fields Gab,
Pa, Qa and the evolution variables Fab, ab, ab.
Equation (B7) with Fab ¼ 0 yields the following
identities:
"bcdcd þQb  aaGab ¼ 0; (B9)
½ðDb  2nbÞGabDa ¼ QaDa þGab½Da;Db; (B10)
D0Gab ¼ "abcPc  ba þ 
abcc þ KacGcb þGacKcb
 KGab þ "acdGcb!d þGac"bcd!d: (B11)
The first identity is an algebraic relation between the
antisymmetric part of the evolution equation ab ¼ 0
and the constraint fields Qa and Gab. It can also be
obtained directly by computing the antisymmetric part of
Eq. (9). Upon using the commutator relation "bcdDcDd ¼
ðGab þ Nab  
abNÞDa, the second identity yields a
differential relation between the constraint fields Qa and
Gab. The third identity gives an evolution equation forGab.
In order to obtain evolution equations for the remaining
constraint fieldsM, Pa andQa, we contract Eq. (B8) and its
left dual over  and then over 
. Assuming that the
stress-energy tensor is divergence-free, this yields the
twice contracted Bianchi identities
r	
1
2
r	


¼
ð	Þ
e
ðÞT
þ
1
2
e
ðÞT
;
(B12)
rð	Þ
1
2
rð	Þ


¼
ð	Þ
e
ðÞT
þ
1
2
e
ðÞT
;
(B13)
where   "

=2. Using the expression (B6)
for the trace of 	 and its left dual, we find, in terms of the
constraint and evolution variables,
	00¼Maa;
	0b¼Pb;
	a0¼Paþ"acdcd;
	ab¼"abcQcþ
abMab;
ð	Þ00¼aa;
ð	Þ0b¼Qb;
ð	Þa0¼Qaþ"acdcd;
ð	Þab¼"abcPcþab:
By virtue of Eqs. (B9) and (B10) it turns out that the zero
component of Eq. (B13) is satisfied identically, while
Eq. (B12) and the spatial components of Eq. (B13) give
D0MþDaPa ¼ "bcdDbcd þ l:o:; (B14)
D0Pb  "bcdDcQd þDbM ¼ Daab þDbaa þ l:o:;
(B15)
D0Qb þ "bcdDcPd ¼ Daab þDbaa þ l:o: (B16)
The constraint propagation system for the original evolu-
tion system, Eqs. (14), (9), and (10), is given by Eqs. (B11)
and (B14)–(B16) where the evolution equations ab ¼
ab ¼ 0 are imposed. The lower order terms ‘‘l.o.’’ depend
linearly on the constraint fields Gab,M, Pb andQb, but not
on their derivatives. Therefore, the constraint propagation
equations form a linear, first-order symmetric hyperbolic
system, and it follows that the constraints are preserved by
the evolution system (14), (9), and (10).
In the CMC and 3D Nester gauges, the evolution equa-
tions we impose are slightly different. In order to see this,
we decompose
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ab ¼ ^ab þ "abcc þ 
ab3 ;
ab ¼ ^ab þ "abcc þ 
ab3 ;
where ^ab and ^ab denote the symmetric, trace-free parts of
ab and ab, respectively. Then, the equations ^ab ¼
^ab ¼ 0 yield the evolution Eqs. (16) and (17). Equation
(18), which yields the elliptic equation for the lapse, is
equivalent to ¼ M. However, when writing this equation
in terms of the conformally rescaled fields, the Hamiltonian
constraint is used again to eliminate the most singular
terms at Jþ. This amounts to setting  ¼ 0. Next,
Eqs. (19) and (20), which are used to derive the elliptic
system for preserving the 3D Nester gauge, are obtained
from  ¼ 0 and 2a ¼ Pa, respectively. Using this together
with 2b ¼ Qb þ aaGab and Eq. (B10), the constraint
propagation system yields
D0Gab ¼ l:o:; (B17)
D0M ¼ l:o:; (B18)
D0Pb  12 "bcdDc
Qd þDbM ¼ l:o:; (B19)
D0 Qb þ 12 "bcdDcPd ¼ l:o:; (B20)
where Qb  Qb þ aaGab. This system is weakly hyper-
bolic. However, if the Hamiltonian constraint M ¼ 0 is
imposed, then the constraint evolution system is described
by the Eqs. (B17), (B19), and (B20) which yield a linear,
first-order symmetric hyperbolic system with propagation
speeds relative to normal observers equal to zero and one
half the speed of light.
Depending on the election for the shift vector in Sec. VB,
there might be additional constraints or small adjustments
to be made in the constraint propagation system. For the
spatial harmonic gauge, an additional constraint is ~Vk ¼ 0,
whose propagation equation is of the form ~D0 ~V
k ¼ l:o. For
the minimal conformal strain and distortion conditions (61)
and (63), the triad vectorsBa are propagated along the time
evolution vector field @t instead of ~D0, see Eq. (59), which
corresponds to setting the combination Fab þ "bcdGacd
to zero instead of Fab ¼ 0.
APPENDIX C: THE RELATION BETWEEN
THE 3D NESTER GAUGE CONDITION
AND THE 3D DIRAC EQUATION
In this appendix, we first review the relation found in
Ref. [42] between orthonormal three-frames satisfying the
3D Nester gauge and nowhere vanishing spinor fields
satisfying the 3D Dirac equation. Then, we reconsider
the equations in Sec. IVC which are responsible for pre-
serving the 3D Nester gauge and our choice of conformal
factor throughout evolution, and show that they can be
rewritten as an inhomogeneous 3D Dirac equation. Based
on these observations, we show how to recast these equa-
tions into second-order elliptic form.
The Dirac equation over a three-dimensional
Riemannian manifold ð; hÞ with triad field Ba and corre-
sponding connection coefficients abc is
i	a

Da þ 12cdacd

 ¼ m; (C1)
where :  ! C2 is a SUð2Þ-spinor field on ,
	1 
0 1
1 0
 !
; 	2 
0 i
i 0
 !
; 	3 
1 0
0 1
 !
;
are the Pauli spin matrices, cd  14 ½	c; 	d and m is the
mass of the field. Equation (C1) is invariant with respect to
local rotations
 ¼ U ; Ba ¼ Rab Bb; (C2)
with U: ! SUð2Þ and R:  ! SOð3Þ the corresponding
rotation defined by U	aU
 ¼ 	bRba. In terms of the
notation introduced in Sec. II, Eq. (C1) can be rewritten
in the following way,
i	aðDa  naÞ ¼

mþ 1
2
N

: (C3)
Now, suppose the frame Ba satisfies the integrated 3D
Nester gauge conditions (30), such that na ¼ Da and
N ¼ const. Setting m  N=2, Eq. (C3) reduces to
i	aDaðeÞ ¼ 0 with the solution  ¼ e0, 0 2 C2
being a constant spinor. Conversely, suppose  ¼ ð0; 1ÞT
is a solution of Eq. (C1) which is nowhere vanishing. Then,
the rotation
U  1
p
0 ð1Þ
1 ð0Þ
 
; p  jj; (C4)
leads to the constant direction spinor solution  ¼ pð1; 0ÞT
of Eq. (C3). It follows that the new frame Ba satisfies
na ¼ DaðlogpÞ and N ¼ 2m, and hence the integrated
3D Nester gauge.
Therefore, the existence and uniqueness of a three-frame
satisfying the integrated 3D Nester gauge condition (C3)
with N ¼ N0 ¼ const is equivalent to the existence
and uniqueness of a nowhere vanishing spinor field satisfy-
ing the three-dimensional Dirac Eq. (C1) with mass m ¼
N0=2. The latter being a linear, elliptic equation, it is
amenable to an analysis using standard tools from elliptic
theory. Existence and uniqueness theorems for similar
equations have been obtained in Refs. [50,51] in the con-
text of the positivity of the ADM and Bondi masses.
While the direction of the spinor  is related to rotations
of the triad, its norm is related to conformal transforma-
tions thereof. Indeed, the Dirac Eq. (C1) is invariant
with respect to the conformal transformation  ¼ ~,
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Ba ¼ ~Ba, where > 0 is a strictly positive function on
. This feature may be used in order to fix the conformal
factor (up to a positive multiplicative constant) such that
the rescaled quantities satisfy ~na ¼ 0. This corresponds to
the choice for the conformal factor in Sec. V.
Finally, consider Eqs. (31) and (32) for the quantities
v0  2D0 and va  !a which are responsible for
preserving the 3D Nester gauge and the choice of the
conformal factor throughout evolution. It turns out that
these equations are equivalent to the inhomogeneous, 3D
Dirac equation
i	aDa ¼ F; F  
0  i3
2  i1
 !
; (C5)
for the spinor
 ¼ v0  iv3
v2  iv1
 !
; (C6)
where 0  N^abK^ab þ 13KN þD0N and a 
"abcK^bdN^dc þ K^abð3nb þ abÞ  23Kaa  8Gja. This
can be partially understood by considering the rotations
defined in Eq. (C4) which map the orthonormal three-
frame to one that satisfies the 3D Nester gauge.
Parametrizing U by its rotation angle 
 and axis ea,
eaea ¼ 1, we have
U ¼ exp



2i
ea	a

¼ cos



2

 i sin



2

ea	a:
Hence, the corresponding spinor field is
 ¼ p
cos



2

 i sin



2

e3
ðe2  ie1Þ sin



2

0
BBB@
1
CCCA:
For an infinitesimal rotation and change p ¼ p0 þ 
p in
the conformal factor, like the one required to preserve the
3D Nester gauge and our condition on the conformal factor
in an infinitesimal time step, this yields precisely a spinor
of the form (C6) with v0  
p and va  p0

ea=2.
Equation (C5) constitutes an elliptic system of equations
for the fields v0 and vb which can be solved subject to
appropriate boundary conditions. A second-order elliptic
system can be obtained from this by the ansatz  ¼
i	bDb, with  a potential spinor field. Introduced into
Eq. (C5) this yields
DaDaþ iNab	bDa iN	aDa ¼ F; (C7)
where we have used the commutation relation
"cabDaDb ¼ NbcDb  NDc. In terms of the potentials c
and a introduced in Sec. VA, the potential spinor is given
by
 ¼  c  i3
2  i1
 !
: (C8)
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